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INTRODUCTION 
i ~ost educators today agr~e that children must become 
well acquainted with the comrrunity in which they live in order 
that they can better understand life in other ar~as. Having 
developed understandings about their own home-towns, it is 
possible for them to see more clAarly why people in other 
sections of the country or in other parts of th~ world live 
as they do • 
There is, for the most part, a lack of material readily 
available to the teacher and children about their own·com-
munity. True, in most cases the~e is material available, but 
rarely is it in a form which is either easily accessible or 
usable. 
~ the problem of gathering materials about a com-
munity is unique to th•t community and not amenable to treat-
ment in the average textbook, there has arisen the necessity 
of a special compilation of matP.rials for the use or the 
teacher to treat this phase bf the curriculum. Fbr this 
reason, these resource materials on the history of Marble-
head have been written· 
'Ihese ma·terials arA intended so'lely for the teacher's 
use. 'lb.ey should be considered as a store house of informs.-
', 
tion from which ths, .'teacher can draw materia 1 to use in 
~ 
( 
units built for theparticular needs o'f th~ class. NatUJrally, 
:1. 
no teacher should attempt to present all ·;.a"f the rna terials, 
and probably no two teaching units will be identical as no 
two clasees are alike. The materiaJs covAr a broad area and 
should provide the teacher with a readily accessiblA fUnd 
of valuable background ani teaching information. 
2 
PART I 
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
PART I 
social Studies in Modern Education 
As Mort and Vincent have noted, "If modern education 
could be charactertzed in a sentence, it would be to say that 
'schools are changJng because times and insights are changing.' tl 
The role of the school as an influence en human life is be-
coming increasingly important. It is true that the schools 
are only one of the many educattonal influences, but their 
tnf'luence is a needed and necessary one. It bas been said: 
• • • in some areas the weight of education rests on 
the schools more exclusively than in others. The role 
of the school. is especially definite in preparing for 
civic responsibility. The schoolt therefore, must 
condition, and concern itself with, every phase of 
civic educat1on.2 
It would seem to follow that in no part of education is 
there more opportunity for realizing these aims than in the 
teaching of the social studies. 
1 paul A· Mort, and Williams. Vincent, A Look at Our 
Schools (New York: Cat tell and Company, Inc., 19"4~p-.-s-.-
2 The Purposes of Education in American :Democ:.raGy, 
(Washington, D· c.: Educational poliCies Commission of' the 
National Education Association of the united states, 1938), 
pp. 4'7-48. 
3 
S'ince tt se~ems to be generally agreed that the school' a 
baste function ts to improve human living, it seems logical 
to assume that in order to accomplish sunh aims, a close 
cooperation between the school and the «~mmunity is neoess:ary. 
Education, in order te be really effective, must be based 
on fundamental human needs o.r- the group and of the individual. 
Teaching should be an outgrowth of problems and processes of' 
the community itself. As Olsen s.tates :-
!!hrough extensive firsthand and vicarious experienceS< 
citizens of all age groups must attain realistic under..., 
standing of our evolving civilization, e~tabltsh de-
fensible value standards and consequent positive 
attitudes toward contemporary events, and develop 
effective personal skills in democratic group enter-
prise .for the common good. Not otherW'i.§e wtll the schools 
of our new atomic world fully justify their cost or even 
their oonttnued existence. Such is the general philoso-
phy of sohool-oommuntt5 relations now Widely accepted 
throughout the nat1onrJ . ·· 
The elementary schools, as well as the high schools 
and junior high schools, have a definite part to pl~ tn 
developim.g otvto responslbtlty through community study and 
rela~tions r they must be cognizant of the problems of the 
individuals who live in the community and must be well versed 
on the resources which are offered by the community which 
3 Edward G· 0Isen, School and Community programs 
(NeW york~ Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1~}, Introduction, P• 9. 
4 
mlght aid in the solutions. As Brewton explains:· 
Elementary education has a dual function: first, to guide 
and direct the physical, mental, social, and emotional 
growth of boys and girls; and second, to improve the 
quality of community 11fe.4 
It becomes increasingly clear that no longer can the 
school remain aloof and teach subjects as ends in themselves; 
rhe schools owe much to the community and the community expects 
rch assistance from them. A• one of the state of Delaware• B 
educational bulletins tndicates,the former type of curriculum 
~ade up of subject matter set out to be learned will not at 
all suffice today. 5 Our constantly changing world has brought 
about a dynamic situation which calls for constant curriculum 
checking and adapting to meet the current needs. Learning 
is a proce·sS! of growth, and new situations which arise should 
~e utilized to further education to the fullest extent. There 
seems to be an excellent opportunity to demostrate to the child 
how· our world: is changing and how it has changed wtthtn rela-
tively recent years by-comparing the present day community 
[with t_hat same community as it extsted in past decades and 
4 John Eo Brewton, "Relating Elementary Education to 
community L11'e," TWenty-Fourth Yearbook Bulletin of the National 
iEJ'lementary principals, Septem'6er, !945, p. 13. - --
5 Integrated Curriculum units Social Studies (state of 
Delaware Department of puoifc Instruction, Curr!cuium Bulletin 
NO• 2. Dover:- September, 1938), P• 22:. 
I 
5 
centuries·. A ohii.d who is f'amtliar with his envirenment is ~e,tter able to understand and 1ntarpret 1ts problems as they 
trise;· hence it is reasonable to judge that community study, 
[potb pas:t and present, will be of' great value to elementary 
lchool children. 
Branom als0 points out that in our changing world we 
cannot expect to use a statio 
lkrmf and change with society. 
II . :~ary in today'S3 sootety. 6 
ourrioulume-the curriculum must 
curriculum revisions are neoese 
Because or· the stress now being laid upon adapting the 
curriculum to the changing social and economic needs of' the 
lommun1ty, it is easy to see why social studies are so 1m-
~ortant today. Wesley stresses the importance of' social 
~tudies when he e.xpres.ses: the opinion that:--
•·u-ln general, it is safe to assert that the social studies 
are playing an increasingly important role in the ~erioan 
pubrte schools, that they are broadening their scope, that 
they are sabjeot to numerous !ooal and regional variations, 
that they are changing to nature to include more realistic, 
functional, social content, and that m0re stress is being 
laid upon their interrelationships.? 
. I 6 F:reder1ok X'• Branom, The TeachJ-!lf o.f the social studies: 
~~Changing World (NeW York~ W• H· Saa~er, Inc., 1942), p.288 
I 7 Edgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching t.he social studies (second 
edttion;· Boston:- D• o. Heath and Company, 1942), P• 57. 
6 
F'"Or- as Beard comments, each and every one of our eo 
called contemporary problems is a product of history and has 
1 ts roots in other problems • .a As we study history ,:::we become 
aware of these previous problems. In order to comprehend the 
present problems, we must have a good knowledge of the history 
to which they are related. Therefore, it seems to follow that 
localities should study local history as well as contemporary 
problems, even though there are some advocates who stress the 
study of contemporary problems alone. 
']fue Mean!~ of Social Science and social studies 
The various writers in the fields of social science and 
social studies have defined the two terms in many ways. Many 
of them agree at least in substance wt th Wesley Who declares:-
The social sciences and the social studies concentrate on 
human beings and their interrelationships ••• (both) are 
those fields of research and study which are concerned 
with the determination of human eonduct.9 
The categories of human relationships with Which the 
social sciences are concerned, according to wesley include 
sociology, economies, political scJence, geography, and 
8 Charles A· Beard, The Nature of the Social Studies, 
(Report of the C~omm1ss.1on o'ii""'"'f'.he soc tarstii<H.es, part VII, 
New york:· Charles scribner's sons, 1934}, PP• 68-69. 
9 Wesley, op. cite, P• 3 
--
7 
history. The .ftrs:.t .four topics use history though primari~y 
they are concerned with the present.lO 
In ~ontrast with the-~octal sciences, the social studies 
are aesigned primarily for instructional purposes. They 
are those portions or aspects of the social sciences 
that have been selectedand adapted for use in the school 
or in other tnstructinnal ~ituations. The term "social 
studies" indicates materials whose content as well as 
aim is predominantly social. 
The social studies are •.•.• Ul:lder obilgatton to be accurate 
and reliable •••• 11 
or, as an As-sociation for C"hildhood Education publicatiot 
reports:: 
social studies have to do wtth people~ hoW people solve 
their problems in satisfying their physical needs for 
.food, clothing, and shelter; how, too, they solve their 
problems of getting along togeth~r in little and big 
groups;: what happens when, in iSobting their problems, 
interest clash, and how, as Thorn~ike said many years 
ago in stating the aim of education, the way can be 
found "To make men want the right things, and to make 
them better able to control all the forces of nature 
and themselves that they cansatisfy these wants. 11 12 
Objectives of Social studies 
- --=,.. -----
·The objectives of the social studies vary greatl-y in 
. \ .. 
different areas. All of them ·seem to be similar in that they 
consider the child, his interests, and the betterment of the 
child to make him a better citizen; but they vary widely 
according to the background of the area and school system, 
according to the location of the school system and according 
19 wesley, ££· ~·~ P• 3. 
11 Ibid., P• 4 . 
12 social studies for Children (Washington, D• C·: 
Association for Childhood:Education, 1944), P· 5. 
8 
to state and local requirements. It would be interesting to 
see what some o~ the many authorities in the ~ield have to say 
on the subject of social studies objectives. stormzend and 
Lewis believe that social studies should aim to be related to 
the community and be of service to it. As they say: 
The studentts present environment in the 
community, his re1ation·to the community, both 
now and later, his service to it as well as its 
influence on him, his equipment for conduct by 
training in attitudes and skills--all these are 
being made significant in social studies objectives, 
rather than his memorizing of ~acts for emergencies 
o~ tests and the earning of school grades.l3 
To Quillen, the objectives are threefold: ':'· .. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
To develop·: an understanding of our evolving 
culture. 
. ·~' I' ·, ' 
To develop\ a wholesome ~ramework of values. 
To acquire social competence for participation 
in activities.l4 
Gambrill believes that the social studies should aim to 
show an awareness of our living together--an appreciation and 
an understanding. To him the purpose of social study is: 
13 M· :r. stormztand, and Robert H. Lewis, New Methods in 
the social studies (NeW York: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc.,· 1955). 
p:-18'1 
14 James Quillen, "Educatton for Democratic Living." 
utili~ation of Community Resources: Ninth Yearbook of the 
National council l'or ~lie social s~udies (cambr:tdge,MaSsii'ohusett:S: 
The conncfl, 19~8~p:-IO 
9 
.~ •• that o:f giving. our youth an awareness o:f what it 
means to live together in organized society, an 
appreciation o:f how we do live together, and an un-
derstanding o:f the conditions precedent to living 
together well, to the end t'hat our youth may develop 
those ideals, abilities, and tendencies to act which 
·are essential to e:f:feottve participation in our 
society. Awareness, appreciation, and understanding 
come only when descriptive :facts are presented in 
their relattonsh1p.l5 
J[orn :feels that social studies should aim to learn the 
influence o:f history and geography upon the. local community. 
He. wr1 tes, "The pervading influence o:f these historical and 
ge,QgrG..pbJcal factors on th.e lif'e o:f the local community con-
. i~. . ~ i-; 
stitut~s one o:f the chief' reasons :for teaching historyand 
geog.r~phy.. tfl6 
; ··: craw.ford and Fancler believe that history, a part o.f 
•' ··.· 
the social studies, is expected to o:ffer guidance :for the 
present. Hence they conclude that much o:f the value o:f history 
ts lost to those not closely in touch with the problems of' the 
present.l'? 
15 J. Montgomery GamBrill, Experimental Curriculum 
Making in the £)octal Studies (Philadelphia:. McKTnley Pub-;t:'ishing 
company, 1"9'24) , p. ~o . · · · ·· . · 
16 ErnestHorn, Methods or Instruction in the Social 
St_1l_dies (New York: Charles Scrionerfs sons,"""'I937fp-:- I3l .· 
1'7 Della Goode Fancler, and Claude c. Cra'Wf'ord, Teaching 
the social studies {Los Angil..es:- c.c. crawford, 1932), p. 26'7 
., 
1_0 
Dawson voices the opinion that the social studies should 
aim to contribute to social progress. In his words: 
All teaching which produces respect for definite 
knowledge and for principles which are drawn from 
defi.nite knowledge, contributes to social progress 
directly, in that it makes for clear thinking and 
reservation of judgment.l8 
Wesley lists many specific objectives Which the social 
studies should achieve as follows: 
I. Informati<m 
IT. Skill in . 
1~ Using libraries and institutions 
2. using books and materials 
3. Sifting evidence 
4. Analysis 
5. Observation 
6. Writing 
7. Making maps, charts, ·eto. 
8. Memorizing !1 •·· •• ,. 
9. Using the scient Lf1c method 
III· Habits of 
1. Neatness 
2.. Indu:s try 
3. Promptness, ... ,,,. 
·4. · Acc.ura.yy 
5. co opera t tom. , , 
6.. Economy -ot> t tine and money 
7. patience 
IV· Attitudes of .. , 
1. 'Respect 
2. Appreciation 
3 .• ~dmi rat i~tir ,y ·' '<' 
··· 4. :"F.atth · 
5. Responsibility 
6. Helpfulness 
7 .. Sympathy 
8. patriotism 
9. Tolerance 
10. Fairness 
11. Broad-m1ndedness_ 
18 Edgar DaWson, and others, Teachin~ the Social Studies 
(New York: The Macmillan QOmpany, 1927), p. ~ 
:Lf 
v. qualities of 
1. Independence 
2. Will power 
3. Courage 
4. persistence 
5. Alertness 
6. Imagination 
7. Initiative 
8. Creativenessl9 
wesley has also arranged a list- of' objectives which 
pertain mainly to history, that phase with which this study 
of Marblehead is mostly concerneO;. They are as follows: 
1. To develop an appreciation of our social heritage 
2. To learn the techniques of finding materials 
3. To learn the historical method 
4. To develop a love of. historical reading 
To develop a soient~fllc attitude . . .. 5".· 
To develop the capacity of suspended judgmen;t .. ,, ._-. _ 6. 
' . '7 ~ To acquire a perspe.ct'tve .for understanding C()ntemporary 
1;-ssues. :: ·" ···-~··:'· · ·· ·•· · · 
:9. 
10. 
11. 
1.2 •. 
1'3. 
·, .14_. .. , 
15. 
16. 
1 '7. 
To learn the facts· necessary for an understanding o.f 
current writings an\i ·.d~scussi'ons ,._ 
T.o acquire a sense--P.~>:time 
TO understand relat.tE>.l'.l~b:ips 
To understand gene;r-alizations 
To develO>}::l a r~asoned1• bas is for patriotism 
To:!broaden and extend interests and sympathies···· 
To facilitate the prooess o.f synthesizing 
To learn and understand instances of social; economic, 
and political processes 
To develop intelligent citizenship 
To1~omote international understand1ng20 
Branam remarks· that social studies aid in understanding 
the idea o.f development and help the children to learn how to 
.. 
19 wesley, ~· cit .. ; pp 85-86 
20. Ibid., P• 87 .. ~ ' .. 
,. ,,.. 
:12 
spend their leisure time profitably. He also indicates that 
social s tud1es he.lp t.o promote int.elllgent and friendly 
understanding of peoples, help to develop the idea of the 
interdependence of people, and aid in an appreciation of the 
conservation of the natural resourcesv21 
Trend Toward Teaching About The Community 
Recently there has been an increasing trend toward 
teaching about the local community. As Olsen expressee it: 
Although no definitive.;:.$.tatement can be offered, it is 
clear that during th& past decade, the study of the· 
.. '·· ~· , (JO~~ni ty through r·ti!fs-tr;hand experience has rece1 ved 
· widespread emphasis at all school levels from kib.der-
.... , ga,rten through univea?s§.ty... professional interest in 
life-centered education developed markedly after abo~~ 
· :1935;, and continues at a.~· high level despite the war. 
:(!'-ft, in his umpublishedl1dissertation at Kansa,g university 
. ·. .. '•" . . 
' {State~.". t,hat in his opi:nion Phi:~ changing point of view :g~s 
'· 
oo,me ;,a,p,op.t because educato(l?~~ ~ave been accepting t:Q.e . 
.. ,···?\ .... · 
psychological principles or lehrn1ng. 23 
J:t·:. ~eem~ likely tb.at:Jl1.¢s' trend toward co:mmunity study 
will' pe .continued. As the Nattona1 Society for the study of 
Educat·lbh reports in its Forty;i;.Fourth yearbook, 
· ~21 Branom, £.E_e cit. )~·':P:P 22-31, 40-51 
- 22' 01~en,. op. eit.·; P• 14 
. ' ·. ~· . 
·r: ··: ;- 23 Elmer Birde11 Gift~,-nThe Changing conception of 
Teaching United States History, u (Doctor1 s dissertation, T):le 
university of Kansas 1933, Ann Arbor: photo-Lithoprinp 
·r'6~(i)>duot1.on, EdWards Brothers, Inc., .1933). :·PP 74-75 
.... ' 
1_3 
It is clear that increasing local adaptation in content 
and in procedures o~ teaching will be the order o~ the 
day, if' the present trend toward co:rnmu.nity orientation 
and individualization of programs to serve the needs o~ 
given groups o~ learners is continued~24 
A.a xrey notes!' 
society consists o~ four elements: the individual him-
sal~, the community through~hich he comes into direct 
contact with society, current events o~ world interest 
and import, and, finally, the larger social 'W'brld web 
o~ which the other three. elements are component parts~ 
The pupil's conceTn with the f'irst two factors is tn-
es1capable, whether he is in. or out o~ school.25 
Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that •e must 
help the child, as Marshall and Goetz point out, to under-
stand both the social order in which he lives and the re-
quirements of good social living. In studying history, a 
chil.d. sees how man can adjust his phys teal environment to 
the requirements of-his aspirations. Through understanding 
the requirements of good social living, he can learn to work 
more effectively with his leaders~26 
As the Massachusetts s·tate Department of Education 
states it was possible tn the early days in. Amertca f'or 
24 The Fort~ ... F-ourth Ye~book of the National society 
for the stu:ay: 'Or E~uoat!on, part I (Cliicago: Unlverstty o!' 
C1iieago press.,~945), p .. 81. . 
2_5 A• C. l{rey, f!. Regional· p.rogram for the Social studies 
(NeW York:- The .Macmillan Company;- W38), PP• 1>3=54 
26 :teon C. Marshall, and Rachel M .. Goetz, Curricu1um 
:Maktn_g tn the. §2,_c)-al s·tu.dt'e.s, (NeW Work:- Charles Scrlbnert s 
sons, l!r3'6-r;-p •. 4. 
14 
children to participate in securing the necessit1-es of life; 
::they cooperated a~ home or with the community to secure food, 
~ ' 
clothing, and shelter, se that it was posstble for the child 
to learn much through firsthand experience. In those days, 
the econemic, social, and industrial life was relatively 
stmple, so by direct participation in community affairs, 
an understand1.ng of the .social structure was acqu1.red.2'7 
All this, however, Hr impossible in our complex life of 
today. Therefore the ch1.ld needs an interpretation of the 
social foundattons upon which his civilization is betng 
built. This, naturally, makes the .social studies an almost 
necessary part of the school curriculum. 
Kilpatrick also recognizes that problem and concl~des 
that if the children Gf today a.re to become adequately social 
and capable of carrying their share of the sooia~ responsibil~ 
tty, they must live a social life and begin to accept re-
sponsibility for socially useful work even when they are 
young. He advises that they must share in cooperative 
community activ1.ties and enterprises in order to grow more 
socially minded, for he believes that they will become what 
they truly Ilve. To quote Kllpatrick:-
2'7 A Curriculum. Guide f'or p-rimary Grade Te~chers 
'(crommonweaitn of MassachUsetts:- Department; ol" Education, .. 
l95T), P• 49., 
1_5 
The unit instance of the complete educative proce·.ss: is 
thus the cooperative community enterprise. In this, 
properl~ conceived, lies all worthy~living. Fnom this, 
properiy· ·conducted, will flow directly or indirectly, 
all needed eduoation.28 
The ]ocalization of instuotion has received a great 
amount of attention rrom education all over the country. 
wesley indicates that 1t is universally accepted that the 
community is an elastic concept and varies in size and scope 
in accordance with the element under consideration. 
The community as an epitome of the world, as a labor-
atory of available material, and as the local manif--
estation of the generalities of the curriculum has 
been appreciated by many social studies teachers.29 
.I'J.lhe available resources of each community do vary 
greatly--some communities have available much more material 
than other communities; but whether the resources are many or 
few, their value cannot be overestimated. As Horn says: 
The failure to utilize the available resource~ 
of the local community may make the life of other 
times and places seem more foretgn to the studentts 
interest and experience than it really is .30 .-
He goes on to expand his idea by saying that it has 
been unmistakably shown that any community is dependent upon 
28 Willi.am H. Kilpatrick, "Principles of community 
L1 vtng," The Community School {NeW York: D• Appleton-Century 
co., l938y;-p. Z2 
29 Wesley, ~- ctt., p. 53 
30 Horn, £E.. o it., pp ·130 ... :131 
1_6 
the people of other communities, and that the past as well as 
the present impinges upon each community in a number of ways. 
It is emphasized repeatedly throughout all educational 
research that a child must understand wha:tr he is trying to 
learn. As the local community in which a child lives ts that 
community with which h& is the most famtliar and therefore 
that about Which he has the fullest understanding, it seems 
that wherevEJr poss 1 ble the" local counterpart of that Which is 
r" ,.-. ' 
being studied should be mentioned in order that·its, clearness 
become more evident to the child. As Krey remarks: 
The participation of the local community in 
national events and developments as well as t~e 
effect of nat·d;onal ·events and developments upon 
i:t sh()Uld be potnted?out constli,ntly. This .... , 
procedure will result ~1m a better understandb:i.g · 
of both nat ton and· oommun1.ty.31 · · · 
t:··::. 
Wesley develops the ,same idea 1.n .the following 
paragraph: 
The pupil who fails ·to identify the local counter-
part of what he studies in a book is-failing to 
utilize the most promising materials. In fact, 
!lis learning is not complete or functional until 
he is able to complete the cycle by realizing 
that the local instance is the reality that he 
has studied in the textbook. The local community 
·' :. 
'·' ,') 
-----------------
31 A· c. Krey, A Reg£onal Program for the SQcial 
studies (NeW York: The-Maom ·.:tlan Company, -I9":3tJ'f; p •. : '7,0 
thus :furnishes the standard of achievement as 
well as the laboratory of materials.32 
Evolution o:f Teachi~ Social Studies 
In the older type school, the class ·proceeded :from 
one lesson to the next in the class textbook. This type o:f 
instruction led to memorization with a r~citation of what 
had been learned. It was really then just another reading 
lesson using a di:f:ferent book. Kilpatrick, referring to this 
type o:f social studies teaching says, "Clearly, then the 
book knew the right answ-ers, and presumably the children 
would know them after they had· thus got them :from the book.n33 
It is no wonder that modern teaching p~act1.ces have-
outmoded this type o:f teaching which is anything but :funettona • 
,','< 
r;fi:ft, of Kansas University, describes the grqdual 
. ; ·~'; 
changes Which took plaee a:fte_r that period as :fellOWs! "'-· 
. : ,_ Gradtia:tly '~er:0ep~tan~"was ti:itroduced as a means 
of learning. Obsertation and object teaching-were 
u.sed to develop percepttone A techntque was_developed 
to secure association and understanding. Subject 
matter became a means not an end in the learning 
process. Subject matter became a means of furthering 
the activity o:f learning. _ Le.arning came to include 
an integration of new .:facts, processes and meanings 
modifying onets behavior. The more natural or real 
the situation in which the activity takes plao.e .t.he 
more effective the ·le•arning, .Le., the more behay_tor 
is influenced. Hence the more nearly the school 
sltaation parallels life the better the activity is 
32 wesley, £E· cit9, pp 413 ... 414 
33 Kilpatrick, £E· cit., p. 11 
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is motivated. (History is a presentation o:f situatiens 
and people displaying many attitudes in the past. The 
basic aim in teaching history is to give an understanding 
of the people, situations, and attitudes of the people 
of any period.) The modern pedagogical view is that in 
the degree in Which the student relives the past, 
participates by imagination in its events, in that 
degree do the past situations and people become real 
and aid understanding, arouse emotional reactions and 
influence attitudes and behavior. The more familiar 
a student is.with any type of contact 1n his environment 
the greater the likelihood that an account of similar 
type of the past may be understood and exert an influence. 
our contacts are dominantly those tnthe struggle f'or a 
living, hence economic and industrial. 
The industrial revolution placed emphasis on factors 
making for ·industrtal contacts and interdependency. 
Democratic movement has grewn - importanc~ of common 
people important. 
The pedagogical concept of learning, the deme>cratic 
movement, and the industrial changes, have all contributed 
to produce the present point of view in teaching history. 
This view holds that we select as the materials of 
history in the public schools only those facts, principles, 
historical movements, and contemporary institutionf:J 
-which are necessary to develop a tolerant understan,d1ng.34 
.Many of the changes ·l\lh1:ol;l have taken place seem ~P, be due 
to the :fact that educators are using the findings of,t.he 
''·,·· 
psyc?-ologis ts in order to improve the 1r teaching. .. Then too 
it was found that the older type of' education did not fit 
a ohB.nging world. There!'bre,: good educators tended to give 
up the older ideas for an:activity program. Kilpatrick has 
discussed the goals sou~ht'by the cooperative activities 
..• W·•· -- 34 Gift~~. 0 it. , PP 7 4-75 
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resulting from community study. He feels that the child 
through cooperative activities should help his community 
" ••• in, through, and for living in a democratic society 
and a· changing world." He goes on to express the ideas that 
such an education takes account of the fact that we are now 
consciously living in an economically interdependent world 
and knowledge of this fact should help us to bring abo~t a 
better state of society in our country.35 
As EVerett says: 
The whole approachto community education becomes 
functional through the ·discovery of individual and 
oonnnunity problems and through attempts to deal with 
such problems more effectively. In this whole approach 
the schools accept, and attempt to further, democratic 
purposes and the improvement of the social order.36 
The Meaning of the Community 
When we speak of the community we should have.in mind 
.. 
exactly what is meant by the term. Cook has given .. us a 
definition which seems to envision all of the ideas suggested 
by the term to educators:_. 
35 William H. Kilpatrick, "Introductirm: The Underlying 
Philosophy,tt Youth Serves the Community (Progressive Education 
Association publication; New york.:·- D· Appleton-Century Company, 
rna., 1936), pp 12-13 
36 Edgar :M. Draper, ."Techniques Used in Coimnuni ty 
programs," The community Scho-ol- (NeW York; D· Appleton-Century 
company, rne:-1938), p. 461 _. -
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Community ••• is a population aggregate, inhabiting 
a contiguous territory, integrated through common 
experience, possessing a number of basic service 
institutions, conscious of its local unity, and able 
to act in a corporate capacity. 
-· 
uintegrated through common experience" implies 
an historic past in which community members took 
part or of which they are aware ••• It is the living 
past, the totality of great landmarks in the group's 
struggle for existence. To share in this heritage 
identifies one as a community member, an insider 
who knows the ups and downs of a people's li3~ and 
feels a sentimental attachment to that life. ·r .. · 
That the history of the community is an important area 
for the school to study is borne out further by Wesley who 
declares, nthe local community has continuity with the past_ 
and connections with all the world, and includes all the hopes 
which inspire men everywhere. n38 
Reasons for Studying about the Community 
Much has been written about why it is of great importanc 
to study about the community and why we should study about the 
history of the community in particular. It seems to be an 
accepted idea that it is the responsibility of the schools 
to guide the learners so that they may deal successfully with 
the problems of life. In order to do an adequate job, it 
37Lloyd Allen Cook, Community Background~ of Education 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 19381: pp. 27-28. 
38Edgar Bruce Wesley, 'andcMa.ny A. Adams, Teaching Social 
Studies in the Elementary Schools (Boston: D.O. Heath and 
Company 19~ p ·• 261. 
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behooves the director of education to know the environment 
with 1 ts resources and needs. It is neces·sary to know the 
eonnnunity changes which occur; suc.h a kn.owTedge requires 
cont in.u.ous study. As a Georgia state Department of Eiiuca-
report says, "The pupil and the ~nvironment are inseparable;: 
his needs and interests arise from.environmental cond1tions.n3.9 1 
Hartwig points out that " .. e • since many of the 
weaknesses·, s·tresses, and danger signals in our American ltre 
are locaili and since· every .section of our country has 1. ts· 
regional problems, we cannot~ aff"ord to neglect these areas:.,tt4G 
Hence, another necessity for studying the community .. 
Mlilyer and sutherland stre'Sa· the ract that there is a 
growing tendency today to take the schoolhouse out into the 
community because the child's natural curiosity leads to i.t 
and because the child's environment grows- larger wi. th his· 
growth.4J: 
As the child' s· education reaches out into the com ... 
munity, he gets a better understanding of his environment 
. 39 w .. E~. Thompson,,, director, The Community as ~ Source 
of' Materials of Instr.uotion ( Atlanta:: State Depar'tiiien1t of 
Eiiucat ton, I9'3UJ-p:-.rr.-
40 (iaroline 'E .. E·· HartvJig, 11u:se. of Local, state and 
Regienal Resources, tt seventeenth yearbook of the National 
aounoil for the s,oc·ia'I studies·. (Menasha:, W!Sc~in :- George 
Banla puO!TsEing company, 1947), p. 340. 
4:l J"ane Mayer, and Miriam sutherland, The eommun..!_ty -
A ];aboratory ( Glencoe, Illinois:- progress1ve~ucat1on 
Ass-:oo1ation, 1941), pp .. 1--2. 
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and his relationship to it through a meaningrul interpretation 
a. The responsibilities of the individuals 1n the 
community and neighborhood. 
b. The interdependence of in~ividuals in a community. 
c. The recreational, educational, social and cultural 
advantages in a community.42 
According to a publication of the Des Moines Public School , 
a rirth grade unit, ~Moines, .~City 1oday, is presented in 
the thought that it enables the children to see broader 
relationships between the p~ses of community lire which they 
have glimpsed, gives them a conception of What a city is, and 
suggests some of the ways in which living in a city can be 
1mproved.43 In other words:, .it gives the child an insight into 
modern city living with all of its problems in order to prepare 
the child· to become a better c1t1.zen of his. community. 
peterson notes that everyone must lea:r--n the lessons o:f 
~nterdependence and tolerance~; she expresses the opinion that 
progress is dependent upon'mutual .dependence and the cooperation 
of the'cd.tizens. America, in her opinion, has a brilliant 
I··; . ·. "-t2 Integrated CurrtoulU.m Units - Social studies (Dover: 
ft~~e o:f Delaware Department of Publ.ic Instruction, 1938), p.22 
L 43 J. E. Stonecipher, and B· B· Goodrich, directors, 
~ Sul;\gestions for Soo1al-Stud1es (Des Moines; Des Moines 
1 
chools, 1937)~ 35 
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·future in the realm of developing a rich culture. She cautions 
"This oan never be achieved, however, Without the deliberate 
fostering of tolerance and appreciation of the contribution 
each has to make to our national 11fe .. n44 
It has further been suggested that first hand information 
about oners city gives a child a basis for comparing foreign 
communities With his own. In O'Brien's estimation, "If a 
unit of work will arouse a child's interest in the world about 
him, it needs little else to defend itn.45 she places 
community study in this classification. 
social studies· also produces in most children a respect 
for de;fini te knowledge and ,for-principles which are drawn from 
kno~ledge. They contribute.-.to social progress directly by 
waking the child do clear thinking and form judgments of his 
own.46 
community study in many areas has led to direct 
particfpation in the solution of real community problems--one 
of the best ways of learning~-by actually doing. Although many 
'44 Inez B· Petersen, "Developing Tolerance Through 
community studies," Ninth Yearbook of the National council for 
the social studies, 1938, 'P• 131 - -- -
45 Ruth O'Brien, "The community Then and Now,'* Ninth 
Yearbook of _t.he National Councli for the Social Studies, 
Cambridge-,-Massachusetts, 1938, pp---54:00 
46 Dawson, ££· ott., P• 271 
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examples ~:f sueh can be e 1 ted, O!J.e shall su:f:f i ee- · fu.e:re. · Tri 
Lincoln, Nebraska, the chtldren planne>d·and carried out a 
successful camp~ign :for the exUermination of the tussock moth 
which had seriously threatened damage to the shade trees of 
the community.47 suen a project was of invaluable experience 
to the children in making them civic conscious. 
When it is possible to use the entire community as a 
problem, "· •• the unit of study may be carried to the point 
Where all the natural and cultural elements of the community 
ar~ ~ynthesized into an interpretation looking to the future 
. '·' .,· 
f)f the_. community. n48 Actual_situatlons 1n community study 
' . . ' ~~-; :; -~ 
~ake the ideal educational units. By cooperating with the 
~~ader:s :of the community, .. each: child has his own part . and is 
·.· _, .! ., .· 
rctu!;l.l+;r responsible for·achte:ti'tng a particular bit or_w~rk 
l)f'or.the common good. This·type or education is really education ~or a- democracy. 49 In times such as the present, it. ts t'mpor-
1 
ba:.n.'\1'-;tnat. the child should learn to put the public welfare 
lfirst'in point of time and-importance. 
I 
t,. ·. 47Hom,£E_.c1t.,···pp428-429 '·· · '·:48 .r. Granvllle Jensen, "The Home community," Nintee:nth earbook of the National Council for the social Studies, j{Menasha, Wisconsin: George BantaPublishtng Company, l948), 
tP· 183, 185 
11 
49 Kilpatr1ck, ~· c1t. ,. p. 20 
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As Jensen advises, when a teacher is planning group 
experiences in community observations, she should look .for 
opportunities to solicit the active cooperation of local 
leaders who are in a position to contribute to the experience. 
Most community leaders appreciate the opportunity to help, and 
with their cooperatton, the value of the community resources 
is multiplieda social growth is important to the ohild.50 
At the present time, many books and artt'cles are being 
wrttten to the effect that a better public relat1'~ns program 
is needed between the schools and the communities--more 
harmony and understanding between the two ts.necessary. The 
TWenty-Eighth Yearbook of the American Association of School 
Admin1strators treats this .. phase in great detail. 51 The:re 
~~e1ns-,,t9 .be a wonderful opportunity .for the schools to. improve 
-~ .:· . . ' ~; -: . 
tA.ei;r relations With the ,community by cooperative enterprises 
..... )" ... ;,. 
during a study of the community. 
The individual pupil can also profit by·a study of the 
. , .... 
o6nnnunity~ Here is an opport·unity to give the less gifted 
' • •• ->; •• • ~- ,. 
c:6.tici ~C-dhance to pro.ve his worth to the group. This dis-
<:ibvery that an academically less gifted child can be superior 
'50 Jensen, Op. cit.;·· p·~ '185 
51 Public Relations for America's Schools - Twenty-Eigth 
yearbook of' the American A'SSO'c1at1on of' Sch~Admtnistrators, 
washington; De c., 1950, pp 9-56 -- ------
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is important not only to the child himself but also to the 
group as a Whole. "It provides more individuals with a me-~ns 
of maintaining self-respect and the respect of their fellows. 
This is an essential function of any genuinely democratic 
school.n52 It helps to emphasize the social worth of 
.,. 
individual differences to the child--the idea that because a 
person is deficient in one field he is not necessartly 
deficient in all fields, and may, indeed, be superior in one 
or more fields. 
AHouston publication stresses. the idea that in social 
·.··, . , .. 
studies- the child develops··"a' :Petter understanding of d~stance 
and. direction when he studies his innnediate neighborhood in 
·:; :'l:'! .. ~ ~ : 
~~latiQn to the city and in relation to the surrounding area.53 
Many skills and techniques are stressed in a community 
. ·.· ' ' _,. t 
study which can aid a child'i:r:ltineasureably in later life. 
:Draper lists these techniques which are employe~ in community 
a. 
b. 
c. 
._. d. 
Skill in .making and interpre_ting maps and 
graphs 
Spirit of exploration into commonplace things 
Accuracy in plain simple tasks - ·· 
Expression···tn· graphic form 
52 Gordon McCloskey, "The u:se of community Resources," 
Fi-fteenth Yearbook for the National Council for the social 
stud1es-rM6nasha, wiSOonsfn: Ge~ge Banta ~uOIIsliing company, 
I944), p .. 114 
·53 Mabel cassel, director,. curriculum Bulletin, ·r.rumber 
44 CB15 {Houston, Texas: Hous.ton PU611c Schoo 'Is, 1944-1945), 
P• 2. 
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e. Analyzing data 
f. summarizing data 
g. Forms of gath~ring data from original sources 
h. Responsibility for a finished product Which 
can be used by others • • • - _,. 
1. Making permanent collections of recorded 
data54 
Reasons for Studying th~ Local History of a Community 
It seems obvious that many authorities in the field 
believe that a study of the community is advisable and 
valuable to the school child. The study of the history of the 
community, as a part of the community study, is also widely 
supported by many authorities in the .fleld. Great quantities 
of material have been 1fr1tten advocating the study of' local 
history. In Kreyrs opinton, "The use of the loc.al community 
in its present aot1v1t1es as well as 1n its past development 
is, therefore, an essen t tal part of' every year•· s work. "55 
Gift, 1n his unpublished doctorts dissertation, mentions 
that a government publication stresses the importance of 
studying the local community and its history in order to give 
the pupils the necessary background of modern community 11fe.56 
I 
here is no doubt, a knowledge of the past does help us to 
appreciate and have a fuller understanding.of our present. 
54 Draper, ~· ott., PP• 431-432 
55 IOrey, ~. c 1 t • , p. 97 
56 Gift, op. cit., p. 42 
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Tryon sets forth substantial reasoro for teaching local anc 
state history. They serve as a basis for the development of 
local and state pride. Such historical study puts the child 
tn touch with local political, socia~ and industrial develop-
ments and gives him the background knowledge which is necessary 
for an interpretation of them. The historical method gives to 
the child concrete material which helps him to secure a better 
understanding of national history. It gives the child a chance 
to come into direct contact with historical m~terial, creates 
for him a feeling of the reality of history, and gives him 
training in using historical sources. Probably one of the 
biggest helps to the teacher is the fact that in the teaching 
of community history he is given an opportunity to conform to 
the modern educational principles of proceeding from the con-
crete to the abstract and from the known to the unknown. 5? 
Many schools teach the history of the community because of 
the state or local laws which require tt. 58 This gives 
evidence of the widespread acceptance of the importance of the 
teaching of this subject. 
5? Rolla M· Tryon, "The Teaching of Local and State 
His tory,'' S 1.xth Yearbook of the Nat tonal council for the soc tal 
studies (Pntladelph1a: McKinley Publtsliing Company, ~6), 
P• ~g 
58 Krey, ££· cit., pp 96-97 
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It is generally accepted that children of about third 
grade age begin to show an interest· in and a curiosity about 
the beginnings of their town. They admire the qualities of 
the pioneers and explorers because they present to the child 
a heroic picture which inspires their wonder. When these 
pioneers of whom they have read assume the reality of having 
belonged to the childts own community, he has an additional 
reason for finding out about them. 59 
From the beginnings which the pioneers made, all of todayt 
conveniences have grown--streets, lights, stores, post offices~ 
~ater supply, amusements, parks, playgrounds, etc. When a 
child learns about the beginnings. of his own community, he 
tattds to become interested in the early settlements in other 
regions, wondering if they were all the same and fin~tng out 
how they varied and Why. All towns were compelled to have had 
a beginning of some sort--important or unimportant to the 
national scene. Colcord, in discussing the importance of a 
town's historical background states: 
What the original settlers.brought to a town ofte~ 
influences its traditions for many generations. The 
civic pattern of a Pennsylvania town may long be 
shaped, for instance, by.whether its early inhabitants 
were predominatly scote~rish miners or German 
agriculturalists. A Minnesota community may differ 
in its institutions and way of looking at things 
59 storm, ££· ~it., pp 473-474 
; 
"''·; 
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according as its ~irst settlers were individualists 
from New England or cooperators from Finland.60 
part of a personrs feeling or belonging to a community 
comes from his identification of his family with the traditions 
of the community. Olsen writes: 
A communityts present outlook, values, and ideals are 
themselves outgrowths o~ tradition. It follows that a 
community can be better understood When its essential 
history is known; how long it bas existed, how it came 
into being, who settled it, why they came, what 
institutions and enterprises they established, what 
ideals they 'tl.pheld, Who their leaders were, What common 
crises arose and what adjustments to .those crises were 
made.61 
Children who are about fourth grade level· seem to like 
best those things which are familiar. Such thi~gs as bronze 
tablets erected on buildings, arouse their curiosity and make 
them want to know the story behind threm. O'Brien 1s of the 
opinion that: 
study of the local environment will result in a 
genuine love for the social studies because the child 
will have his first glimpse of them. on a level he can 
understand. By following the activities of his own 
community from early times to the present, the child 
realizes that environment influences occupation and 
industry---. The interdependence existing between a 
community and its environs is bound to be brought home 
to the child many times.62 
60 Joanna c. Colcord, Your community (New York: Russell 
Sage Foundation, 1947), p.29 
61 Olsen, 9.E.· cl t., p • 55 
6.2 O'Brien, £E.· cit., p. 64 
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Not only does the teaching of local history have a 
profound effect upon the children of the class, but, as 
petersen has stated, 1t can also strike a spark· in the parents 
of the children. 63 It can, in effect, become an excellent 
tool for establishing good public relations betw.een the 
s-chool and the home, a thing Which can scarcely be overlooked 
these days. 
In the teaching of local history, there is an excellent 
opportun1 ty for enlarging the chl:ldt s vocabulary with such 
words as "import", "export", etc. In teaching about the 
interdependence of the community with other communities, there 
grows the basis fqr comparing other communities and countries 
with the local col11IID.l.nity. It serves as. the stepping stone for 
the study of other localities and areas of the world. Krey 
recognizes that: 
Local history is .treated as an integral. part of the 
whole program, useful in illuminating the consideration 
of more remote communities, and even more so in revealing 
the impact of the more distant developments upon the 
daily lives of our own people .64 .. · 
Kroenke, in report 1ng the ou tcome.s of a a tudy of local 
history by a sixth grade class in Hayden, Colorado, found that 
63 William J. petersen, "The trse of Local History as a 
Tool in Stut:lyiing American History, tt Ninth Yearbook of the 
Council for the Social studies, Cambridge, Massacliuset~ 1938, 
p .. 110 - -
64 Krey, op. cit., pp. 96-97 
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many ,.orthwhile ga-ins had been made by the 'class. 65 The 
curies i ty of the child:Fen was aroused so much that many 
intended to continue the study and all became far more 
interested in their community. It brought about a close 
cooperation between the school, the home, and the community. 
The children acquired a better understanding of the term 
"history". Probably one of the most' important ~hings learned 
was the realization that information on a subject did not 
need to be systematically arranged in chapters ~n a book, but 
rather that information can be gathered from a Wide variety of 
sources. 
How Children Feel about Stutl:Y,~ng their Community 
Many writers insist that the local community should be 
studied in the elementary grades. some, Krey for instance, 
feel that the use of the local community in both its present 
and past developments is an essential part of every yearts 
work. 66 In Janesville, Wisconsin, the study of the oommuntty 
is an integral part of the unit problems in all of the grades 
65 Richard G .. Kroenke, "Vitalizing Co.nimunity Historytt, 
TWenty-Fourth Yearbook Bulletin ::!_ .. the .National Elementary 
Principals, ~945, pp. 4E•4~. 
66 Krey, ££·~·, p. 97 
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1n the elementary schoo1. 67 Mo'st.school systems today do 
recognize the worth of' teaching about the local community, 
and most of' them include.the communityrs history as a part 
of' the program, but some school systems prefer to teach :tt at 
different grade levels. 
storm, who reels that children of third grade age begin 
to show an interest in and a curiosity about their community, 
concludes that this is the grade level at which to include a 
study of' the commun1ty. 68 A special analysis which Was 
reported by Wesley determined that the most frequent topics and 
subjects studied in the fourth grade social studies program 
were geography, state history, and loca.l history. 69 
The study of' local community and history is.not confined 
to the lower grades. A Long Beach, California, publication 
states that: 
National studies largely concur in their findings 
that the interest of children at the ·.seventh grade 
age leve.l are largely. immediate, concrete, des-
criptive, andtunctional. Children at this age level 
1dent1f'y the:ms.elves with their immediate surroundings 
and group--the gang, class, school, f'amily, and · 
67 Irene Hoyt, "The. Community as Home Base, n (unpublished 
Masterrs project, NorthWestern University, Evanston, Illin.ois, 
1950}, P• 3. 
68 storm, ~· cit. pp. 473-474 
69 Edgar. Bruce Wesley, Teaching the social Studies 
(second edition; Boston: D· C· Heatfi ana-company, 1942),-p. 49 
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community. They are thus in a state of readiness to 
study the problems of their immediate environment.70 
Hence, Long Beach, includes the study of the community in 
the seventh grade curriculum. 
some educators have said that children are more interested 
in the affairs of the present rather than those of the past, 
butnawson says that this assumption is improbable and lacks 
proof. people generally are more interested tn things that 
are certain and definite ra·ther than in those things Which are 
uncertain and indefinite. Dawson, therefore believes that 
history, in Which we can see a greater amount of' certainty, 
is of' more interest than current affairs 1n Which there is a 
high degree of uncertainty. 71 
varying Ways of Teachin~ about the communiti 
Most of the literature agrees that all of the material 
which is studied should, Whereve.r possible, be related to the 
community because it is so familiar to the child~ As Horn 
indicates, the idea of learning new concepts from materials of 
the child's own experience "· •• was pointed out years ago by 
70 Seventh Grade Curriculum Workshop Committee, How the 
community (particularly Long Beach) Developed to Meet tne-Neeas 
o-r Its C1tizens {revisedeaTt!on; Long Beach, Calirorn!a: ~ 
Department of Curriculum and Educational Research, 1946), 
~- vi, vii. · 
71 Horn, ~· ~., p. 130 
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the exponents of' apperception.n71 Of'tentimes the child is 
expected to learn facts Which are too far removed f'rom his 
mtn experience, and to understand many of' these ideas means 
he must bridge a gap with great diff'iculty. 
Wesley reiterates the same idea. He believes that a 
child's unders~anding depends upon how well .he can recognize 
ideas as similar to the elements ot h~s own experience. Going 
on, he comments: 
The remote instances gain in signif'icance when these 
associations are made, and even more important is the 
f'act that experiences of' a local qature attain a 
heightened signif'icance when they are viewed as 
parallels of' these remote and semi-romantic examples.72 
Dif'ferent communities teach about the history of' the 
community in diff'erent ways. Some communities teach it as an 
isolated subject to instill patriotism or because it is 
required by law. Hartwig is one educator who is convinced 
that local history should not be taught in isolation; it 
should be organized to supplement and illustrate.75 
some communities seem to teach history and social studies 
through a discussion of current events. To Dawson, this 
system is ill-advised. In his opinion the basic problems of' 
society do not change greatly through the decades and 
71 Horn, ££· cit., p. 150 
72 Wesley, £E· cit., p. 415 
75 Hartwig, op •. cit., p .. 341 
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centuries, and a study of the past is important for it deals 
. .. 
with more certainties than the present.'74 
some communities begin by teaching about the local 
community, then move on to the national scene, and finally go 
on to world-wide concepts. This is probably the most 
popular accepted way of teaching about the community. It 
appears to follow the most widely accepted educational ideas 
and seems to o~fer most to the child. 
In at least one locality in Missouri, the state and 
local history were presented along wt th a study of national 
history. Hartwig reports that a study made of such teaching 
procedures showed that the method did provide an excellent 
way for the pupils to learn both local, state, and national 
history. 75 
zMaterials Necessa!Y for study 
The trend in theory during the past years, according to 
Gift, has been to rewrite the history curriculum and make a 
social science curriculum. This enlarged social science 
curriculum makes it necessary to organize "· •• the material 
'74 Dawson, ~· cit., p. 2'70 
'75 Hartwig,~~ cit., pp. 34'7--348 
3'7 
1n a new way to attain objectives stated in a multitude of 
ways, thus reinforcing the demand for preparation. 11 76 It 
seems almost obvious that in order to study the community, 
material must be available to the teachers. At the outset, mo t 
communities find that there is a dearth of material written 
or organized in a useable way about their locality, hence it 
is necessary to find and organize background materials for 
the teacher. It was found in Texas that teachers sometimes 
possess too little background for their work and hav~ little 
or no knowledge beyond the text regarding the topics they are 
to teach. 77 Obviously, if a system expects its teachers to 
carry on units about the community, it should set about to 
find resource materials ·which Will serve as the necessary 
background for the teacher. 
In many yearbooks, there are curricular materials which 
have been produced nationally Which would seem useful to the 
teacher Who 1s engaged in teaching about the local community. 
However, Avery declares that such material is of limited 
value. 
78 GLft, ~· ott .• , P· 73 
77 Fancler, ~· cit., p. 161 
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A great many large projects to date seem to be 
colored by interest groups who seem not only unconscious 
of society surrounding them but also of other departments 
in the school curriculum. Local curriculum committees 
who are respectful of scholarship can not very well 
.accept materials Which have been constructed Without 
the raising of the prior questions inherent in social 
and educational background.78 
Because of the fact that courses of study are so diverse 
in various localities, it has been impossible for publishers 
to produce adequate books slanted for each community and to 
distribute them profitably. Local courses of study have been 
produced by the thousands, and one institution is reported to 
have a collection of 35,000 or them. 79 Obviously then, 
publishers can never hope to keep up with all the varying 
courses of study; hence the dearth of published material on 
the purely local level. 
There are other difficulties which lie in the path of 
the teacher who sets out to teach about her conunu.nity. Not 
only is background material not available for the teacher, but 
there is very little material produced on a level which can be 
read or understood by children of elementary school age. 
78 Eula v. Avery, and others, HelEing ·Children Experienc~ 
the Realities of the Social Order (Ann· Arbor, Mi~htgan: Board 
or-Education, ~3~ p. 19 
79 Horn, ££· cit., pp. 214-215 
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Except in instances where the communities are typical ones, 
publishers cannot be expected to prepare books on most of 
them. However, the materials can be prepared, and have in a 
number of instances, been prepared by the t·eachers of the 
communities. In Kansas City, Missouri, for example_, three 
classroom teachers have written three volumes on the community, 
both the past and present, for the children to read. 80 This 
is the sort of thing which is going to have to be done by 
those communities which intend to do worthwhile work in the 
field of community study. 
More and more it is becoming recognized that the 
instruction should be localized, so that the materials used 
in one locality will not necessarily be used in others. In 
order to be truly localized, a town must make sure that :tts 
program really meets its own needs. Therefor~, it is 
essential that, as Olsen maintains, the program should enlist 
the support of its faculty, students, administration, and 
.. community, and must be a program that is locally devised by 
local people. 81 
Many helps have been given in educational journals and 
other publications which can aid a group of teachers tn 
80 Hartwig, ~· c:tt., p. 346 
81 Olsen, ££· cit., p. 490 
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1devis ing a curriculum to meet. their own particular needs. 
Quillen explains: 
Every school may make a survey of its local 
community in order to help it'!-the organization or 
an adequate program of.education to meet community 
needs, to discover educational resources Which the 
school might utilize in instruction, and to dis-
cover opportunities Where the school might better 
serve the co:m:munity.82 
If such were done by each community, at least the teachers 
would have enough background material so they could 
intelligently commence a unit of study about their community. 
The Problem Facing Teachers in Community-Minded schools 
In order to teach effectively, a teacher must have a 
82 Zl~~s Q,ui~len, Using a Resource unit (Menasha, 
Wisconsin: George-Banta Publisfitng-Company, lmT, p. 21. 
83 Wesley, 2£• cit., P• 16 
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Both Olsen84 and Mayer85agree that a teacher must know 
the historic a-nd contemporary aspects of the oonununity so that 
he can lead the children into a better understanding and 
appreciation of their community in order that they will be 
able to take a more creative participation in its life. In 
order that the teacher will adequately understand his community 
he will have to put forth conscious. effort, basing it on a 
genuine interest and curiosity. A cursory knowledge of the 
community is n:ot ·enough; a teacher must have a thorough 
knowledge arid~understanding of the community in order to 
impart it to the class. 
rt is not enough that school systems furnish their 
teachers with res.ource materials to aid them :tn teaching. 
Branam tells us that in order to make effective use of such 
resources, which are extremely valuable 1n themselves, 
teachers should know the community th0~oughly, and should 
acquire such a knowledge by acutally visiting places 1n the 
region.86 They should, in addition, study the community 
itself and learn what the many possibilities a.·:re for'us.ing its 
various resources. 
84 Edward G· Olsen, School and Community (New York: 
lprentice-Rall, Inc., 1946), p. 12 
I 85 Mayer, ~· cit., p. 3 
86 Branam, op. cit., P• 76 
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Resource materials, whether they be compiled for or by 
teachers, are not ends in themselves. Quillen explains that 
the facts included therein can serve as guides to the teacher.8 1 
They can be used as background in thepneparation of the 
teaching units. Their information should suggest a number of 
problems and topics which can be used as the centers of 
teaching untts. Wesley goes on to note that it is the 
function of the teacher to find and select for his use those 
aspects of the community which have a ducat tonal value·s. He 
must remember the limdtations of his ~wn particular puptls 
and select those things which are pertinent, convenient, and 
helpful. 88 
The proble~ the~ which confronts the teacher, that of 
selecting those aspects which are to be taken up by the class, 
is indeed a most important one, for the choice Which is made 
must be that which•wtll serve the best purpose. The materials 
chosen must be understandable to the class and lead most 
directly to the goals set forth by the teacher or the school 
system. It is well knownin educational circles that under-
stancUng is necessary for true learning. A child understands 
87 Quillen, £E· cit., p. 16 
88 Edgar Bruce Wesley, Teaching Social Stqdtes in the 
Elementary School (Boston: D· c. Heath and Com.patiyj 1941))-,-
P• 266 
best that which he recognizes~ similar to his own experiences. 
Thus, the content must be within the range of the needs, 
interests and abilities of the children. As the Massachusetts 
state Department of Education advises, these things all vary 
greatly, so it is necessary to have a great .diversity of 
content and a variety of experience in any study of the 
community. 89 
The ideas that a child acquires must be built by him out 
of the materials of his experiences. 
When the problem to be attacked is too far removed 
from the student's experience, there is lakctng not 
merely the raw material out of which the solution 
of the problem may be developed, but also the will 
to work. Interest and purpose inhere in experience 
as much as cognition.90 
Horn feels that as the remoteness from the .ohildts life 
increases, hts motivation decreases, except for those few 
individuals who read historY or the social scien~es as forms 
of vicarious experienoe. 91 
89 A Curriculum Guide for Prima~ Grade Teachers 
op. ott., p. ~9 
90 Horn, 21?.. c 1 t., p. 132 
91 Ibid., PP• 132-133 
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Part II 
The History of Marblehead 
PART II 
THE HISTORY OF MARBLEHEAD 
I. Marblehead's Rise to Importance 
Marblehead, a peninsula bounded on the north, south~ and 
east by the Atlantic Ocean and on the west by Salem and 
swampscott,l is in the southeastern corner o.f Essex county.2 
Its seven mile irregular coastline3 contains marble and 
granite blu.f.fs jutting into the sea~ .fine beaches, sheltered 
coves, and one o.f the best harbors in New England. The 
harbor between the Neck and the mainland~ is one and one~hal.f 
miles long and about a hal.f mile wide. 4 The town itsel.f, which 
contains 4.392 square miles,5 is .four miles long (northeast 
to southwest) and varies .from one and one~hal.f to two miles in 
width.6 Its sur.face is irregular and higher than much o.f the 
surrounding country. The Neck, a part o.f Marblehead which is 
a small peninsula over a mile long and about a hal.f mile wide 
containing about three hundred acres ,{ds connected to the town 
proper by a narrow isthmus.? 
The town has been known by various names during its long 
history. At di.f.ferent periods it has been called riF.foy", 
Marvill Head, and Marble~Harbour. Probably the name Marble~ 
l All .footnote re.ferences are given at the end o.f this 
seQtion .· 
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Harbour was selected because the ledges jutting out into the 
harbor resembled marble. The Indians called the town 
Massabequash.B 
Marblehead was founded on the site of a Naumkeag Indian 
settlement. The Naumkeags, sometimes called the Naunkeags 
were a part of the Pequot family, a branch of the Algonquin 
tr±~. 9 At one time they inhabited the area now known as 
Marblehead, Salem, Lynn, and Saugus. Evidences of their 
camps and forts have been found at several places in 
Marblehead. Their largest camp was near Devereux, situated on 
a hill overlooking the marsh be tween the hill and the bay •1 5 
Other Indian camp sites were located near Legg 1 s Hill on the 
southern slope by what was then a pond, off Humphrey street 
across from the Glover School, on Marblehead Neck on the hill 
overlooking the bay, and on the north side of _Lafayette street. 1 
Evidences of Indian stockades have been found in various 
places. A large palisaded village of twenty-five acres is 
thought to have existed on the hill facing Salem in the 
section of Waterside Cemetery bordering on Ocean park. The 
village was bordered by a wall of trees ten to twelve feet 
high with earthworks on either side. smaller stockades were 
located near Pond street and near the large water tank off 
Village st~eet. A small fort, fifty-two feet in diameter, was 
II 
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located at the rear of the Glover School.l2 
In 1615, about thirteen years before Marblehead was first 
settled_, the Nau.mkeag Indian.s.who were normally peaceful, had 
a war which wasdisastrous to them.~ In the course of the war, 
they were driven by the Tarrantines from their homes back to 
the Mystic River. 14 In 1617, a plague killed hundreds of the 
Naumkeags and weakened the tribe's st!ength greatly. Two years 
later, they were attacked by the Tarrantines15 and the 
I.Naumkeag chief, Nanepashemet., was killed. 16 The chief's widow 
~ecame the leader of the tribe. In her dealings with the white 
settlers, the Squaw sachem, as she was called, was friendly 
and submissive.l7 
Of the Squaw Sa?hem•s three sons, two diad in a smallpox 
1
epidemic, and the third remaining son, Winepoykin, at her 
.death, became sachem of all Massachusetts north and east of the 
pharles River.lB He was the last reigning Sagamore (chief) of 
the tribe.l9 The date of Marblehead's settlement is usually 
given as 1629, though it seems probable that it was settled 
jointly with salem in 1628. The first settlers, Englishmen 
_j 
who probably came from· the islands of Guernsey and Jersey (and 
later from Lincolnshire), settled in the northeastern part of 
the town near Peache 1 s Point. They were a group of rough, 
~lliterate fishermen who had been accustomed to 
!hardship and work.20 Tradition says that a man 
a life of 
named Doliber 
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was the first inhabitant of the town and that his home was a 
fish hogshead near the beach at :feach's Point. 21 
The waters surrounding Marblehead had a plentiful supply 
of cod~ haddock~ and mackerel, making fishing the natural 
source of income for the inhabitants. In 1631, Issac Allerton 
of Plymouth Colony settled in Marblehead and established a 
fishing station. This venture was unsuccessful. He lost some 
of his vessels, his home burned, and finally he was ordered 
by the court to leave Marblehead.22 In that year, Darby Fort 
at Naugus Head was built by the fishermen to gu~rd against a 
surprise attack by the Indians. It was infrequently used, 
however, as the Indians were usually friendly. 23 
Although the Naumkeags h~d no written language and althougt 
their language was learned by few white people, historians 
have discovered many facts about them. 
The Indians feared the dark and worshipped Ketan, the god 
of good and Squantum, the god of evil. 24 
Their dress included an animal 'skin thrown over one 
shoulder and another around the waist. 25 For jewelry they wore 
bracelets made of shell and stone and rings of bone and shell. 
Other trinkets and treasures included polished animal 
skeletons, claws, teeth, and the like. 26 
Their wigwams were rather small in size. Poles, set in 
the ground, were fastened together on top, and covered with 
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mats made of tree boughs. 27 
The squaws did most of the manual labor. They took care 
the families, the vdgwams, and the gardens.28 The braves, 
the other hand, were lazy although they normally were 
amiable and hospitable.29 They especially enjoyed basking in 
'the sun, but they did hunt (for bear and moose), fish, and 
make bows, arrows, and a few other implements.30 Generally 
they were kind and docile, and many became Christians.3l 
A number of the settlers were qeginning to get discouraged 
with their life in Marblehead, and some of them returned to 
England in 1631 and 1632. In 1633 more immigrants arrived in 
Marblehead,. but the town did not make particularly rapid growth, 
for in 1634 there were only a few score people and in 1648, 
about twenty years after its inception, there were only 
forty~four families.32 
By 1638, fishing and commerce were being carried on in 
Marblehead. It is known that in that year a ship, the "Desire", 
which had for two years previously been used for fishing, was 
sent to the West Indies on a commercial voyage. It returned 
with a cargo of salt, cotton, tobacco, and negroes. It is 
believed that these were the first slaves ever brought to the 
colony. This ship apparently continued in commercial pursuits, 
for in 1640 it was sent to England.33 
In order to stimulate the settlement, grants of land were 
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given to the inhabitants. The last grants were given, accord-
ing to the Salem records, in 1640. 34 some of the settlers 
were farmers and both farmers and fishermen were granted land. 
The most a fisherman could own was a half-acre house lot and 
two acres for fish flakes and a garden; while ·many of the 
farmers received grants of land from two to three acres in 
size up to as many as twenty or more acres. soon there were 
some land~owners with several hundred acres. Most of the land 
i owners had cattle ~nd much .of the town was common land where 
1 all the town cattle grazed all day under the surveillance of 
hired herdsmen. 35 
The first public house in Marblehead was established in 
1640 when Arthur Sanden was ffallowed by the court to keep an 
Ordinary" and 11 the f·ollowing year was licensed to keep a 
victualing ""house.u36 
As early as 1638 there was a minister in Marblehead, 
William Walton who held religious services each Sunday in a 
meeting~house on the top of Burial Hill. The early settlers 
were not religious people, and few were church members even 
though they did support a religious teacher and went to sunday 
services. No church had been formed up to 1644. For that 
reason, there were no magistrates or officers in Marblehead, 
and they knew little about law. According to the Puritan Law 
of that period, no one·could be a freeman without first being 
50 
a church member; and only freemen could vote or hold any office. 
herefore, the Court allowed the inhabitants of Salem to choose 
someone to be the Deputy Governor even though he was not a 
freeman. They elected David Curwi thin who was sworn in as 
constable.37 
In 1644, Marblehead was allowed by the Court to fortify 
itself with a 11 brea·st .... worke or otherwise" and to acquire two 
guns and ammunition. 38 
On May 2,1649, Marblehead, having received permission from 
the General court, separated from salem and became a town. 
soon seven selectmen were chosen by the inhabitants. 39 There 
are very few town records available for that period. Those 
which do exist refer mostly to common lands, cow leases, land 
sales, etc.40 
In the early days, the only public conveyance to and from 
Salem was a ferry~boat which was rowed across Salem Harbor 
whenever there were passengers wh~ wanted to cross. Because 
of the inconvenience of this arrangement and the increased 
population, the inhabitants of the town, in 1660 voted to 
make a highway between Salem ana Marblehead. 41 
unfortunately, there is little documentary evidence of 
the commerce of Marblehead prior to the Revolutionary period, 
for the records were stolen from the custom house by loyalists 
and were taken to Halifax.42 However, it is known that up to 
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!that time the fishing and commercial pursuits of Marblehead 
!were steadily galnlng ground, and Marblehead was becoming an 
!important colonial port. 
jl In those early days, money was scarce in the town. Much 
tl 
wayment was made with fish; in fact fish were the standard 
medium of exchange.43 
Financially speaking the years 1666_and 1667 were 
apparently difficult ones in Marblehead. In the former, tbe 
court voted to abate Marblehead 1 s county rate if the inhabi-
tants would erect a suitable fort and drill its fishermen in 
military tactics for defense. Two or ~hree guns were 
furnished to the people-for these purposes, and the following 
year the fort was furnished. 44 In 1667, the weather was so 
bad that few ships dared venture far from shore and several of 
those which did were lost. The conditions were so poor that 
the town's county tax for the year was abated.45 
' 
1 Town meetings in those days were· frequently rowdy affairs ~~ue to tbe fact that intoxicating liquors were served at them. 
Jin fact the custom of using intoxicants was prevalent from tbe 
jearly days of the town. Even the fishing vessels carried 
1
1their supply. 46 
: By 1674, tbe population had increased. There were 114 
i 47 
rouseholders in that year. 
1 The year 1675 marked the 
I 
outbreak of King Philip's War 
I 
I 
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between the Massachusetts colonists and the Indians. During 
those three years of fighting terrible attrocities were 
committed by the Indians. The people of Marblehead put their 
fort in order and placed three guns in defensive positions to 
use if necessary against the Indians. Very l€i:.ttle information 
about the war's impact on Marblehead is available, but one 
story is told concerning the wrath of the Marblehead women 
during this period. It is said that in 1677, two Indian captive 
were brought into the town just as the Sabbath church services 
were ending. A group of women incensed by the treachery Which 
the Indians had displayed are supposed to have barbarouslF 
urdered the two captives. 4 8 
In 1684, the Indian heirs of Squaw Sachem presented claims 
to Marblehead for ownership of the· town 1 s land. The claims 
4:9 
were investigated and found to be valid, so the town lands 
were purchased from the Indians.on September 16, 1684, for the 
sum of sixteen pounds. The original deed is in Abbot Hall.50 
The latter part of the 1600s marked the period of the 
prevalence of the belief in witchcraft. In Marblehead., a 
number of the people were superstitious. "Mammy Redn of 
Marblehead was considered a witch. In 1692, several Salem 
women accused her and caused her arrest and ~subsequent 
imprisonment. That very same year Wilmot Redd was accused of 
witchcraft. After being tried in Salem, he was condemned and 
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sentenced to be hanged. He was executed later in 
'Gallows Hill in Salem.51 
the year o~~ 
In Marblehead in tbe latter part of the 1600s there was 
a scarcity of money. The town taxes, private contracts, and 
the salaries of the ministers and public officials were paid 
in fish, tbe produce of the farms, or in other merchandise 
(corn, butter, clothing, etc.) The forest trees were rapidly 
disappearing, so that the town ordered "that no trees should be 
1sold for fencing or building unless authority should be first 
!obtained of the Selectmen and that no trees should be felled 
for firewood until the old wood should be burnt, under a 
penalty of five shillings for each offense.n52 
In the early 1700s the town by-laws forbade the removal of 
ballast from the beach at the head of the harbor or the 
throwing of ballast into the harbor from vessels. Laws were 
bade requiring that all chimneys be cleaned once every three 
Lonths as a fire prevention~device. Laws also were made which 
forbade all Thegroes, Indians, or Mullatto slaves to stay on 
the streets after nine o'clock in the evening. Gambling (the 
game of pitch~penny) was forbidden in the streets, and sliding 
!down hill on sleds during the winter was forbidden. It was 
!unlawful for swine to roam in the streets, and people were 
prevented from owning dogs which measured more than twelve 
inches from the g~ound to the top of tbe animal's shoulders.53 
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Mr Barnard, a pastor of the First Congregational Church, 
n describing the conditions in Marblehead in 1716 said that 
there were at the time two companies of men who were poor, rude, 
and ill-clothed who had no military discipline whatsoever. He 
stated that there was not one good carpenter, mason, tailor, 
or butcher in town. He did not even feel that there was a 
good market. The houses were built by country workmen; the 
clothes were made out of town; beef and pork were expensive 
land procured from Boston; there was no real foreign trade; the 
town was in poor financial circumstances; and most people were 
"as rude, swearing, drunken, and fighting a crew as they were 
oor."54 
Thus, conditions in the town at that period do not appear 
to be particularly inspiring. Mr. Barnard, though, exerted an 
excellent influence on the people. He made it his objective 
to help them better their lot in life and is credited by some 
as having had an immense influence on the lives of the people.55 
rt is well known that he influenced the people to send their 
I 
~ish to market. soon, more vessels· were built and sent on 
~ommercial or fishing v~yages. Thus an era of prosperity 
56 
egan. During the early part of the eighteenth century, 
arblehead was a prosperous fishing port-~in fact it was second 
t that time only to Boston.57 
During this period of prosperity, there were troubles 
55 
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rocky coastline. In 1704 a ship sailed into Marblehead and 
aroused the suspicions of the people by exhibiting many 
treasures to them. It turned out that the ship had sailed 
from Boston to privateer against the French. The crew starved 
the commander, took over control of the ship, and sailed to 
Brazil as pirates. The ship fled Marblehead when they realized 
that their crirr.ehad been detected. Major Sewall organized a 
company which pursued the craft to the Isle of Shoals. There 
the pirates were captured. Eventually, through due process of 
law, five of the pirates were executed and the others were 
punished. 58 
One of the most dreaded plunderers was Pirate Phillips 
who capt~ed the Good Will of Marblehead and badly mistreated 
the crew. Phillips threatened to burn, sink, and destroy 
every fishing vessel he should meet, a threat which he pro-
ceeded to carry out. In eight weeks, he captured twenty-four 
merchant and fishing vessels, murdered and mistreated some of 
jthe victims, forced others into his crews, and plundered and 
1jdestroyed vessels. At length, some of his prisoners killed 
I 
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~hil~ips and his officers and made his crew surrender to them. 
I 
They sailed the ship to' Boston where the pirates paid the 
penalty for their crimes.59 
Even later the pirates were troublesome. In 1765 a 
I Marblehead ship returning from Bilbao· was attacked by pirates 
whom they drove off. several yea~s later, a Marblehead ship 
from sumatra loaded with pepper was attacked by pirates.60 
In spite of the pirates, the town was fairly prosperous, 
and a number of measures regarding public utility and improve-
ment were adopted by the town. The old meeting house was 
enlarged, and a town hall was built and completed in 1728. 61 
Another misfortune befell the town 1n 1730--a misfortune 
which was to occur several more times during the town's 
history~~a smallpox epidemic. The disease spread rapidly 
through the town until all business was forced to be suspended. 
Many of the people fled from the town, and Marblehead was 
quaranteed by the surrounding towns. The epidemic did not 
subside for a year and was disastrous to the town. Many of 
the inhabitants died and only two of the Selectmen were able 
to discharge their duties. 62 
In the year 1742, Fort Sewall was erected. The fort, 
named in honor of Chief Justice Samuel Sewall of Marblehead, 
was for defense of the harbor against the French cruisers who 
were beginning to make frequent appearances along our coast. 63 I 
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After 1742 and especially about 1744, the Marblehead fort 
was made ready for trouble, for England and France were then 
at war. A series of breastworks were cons.tructed along the 
coves and beaches. Warlike preparations had been just about 
completed when news of the end of.the war was announced. once 
again the people returned to their peaceful avocations.64 By 
that time the fishermen were doing a thriving business, and 
fish flakes covered approximately two hundred acres of land.65 
By 1747, there were six hundred men and boys employed by the 
fisheries. 66 
About twenty years after the first smallpox epidemic, 
another epidemic of the same dread disease spread into the 
community from Boston. This time,although it was not as 
severe as the epidemic of 1730, the inhabitants lived in great 
fear for their lives. There was a general innoculation of the 
inhabitants, and every known precaution was taken.67 
By 1754, Marblehead was a prosperous port of entry with a 
flourishing foreign trade, but it was not long before war broke 
out anew. In 1755, during the French and Indian War, the town 
began to ready its defenses once again. A powder house for se-
curing the ammunition was erected. 68 The French set out on sea 
against the fishing and commerce of the English colonies. Great 
distress was experienced in Marblehead, for several vessels and 
crews were captured by the French. The townspeople were 
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es,pecially afraid because of the exposed condition of the 
I harbor, and they seriously feared an attack. The town 
I petitioned to the lieutenant-governor praying for protection 
1 for the province. 69 Marblehead's fishing and commerce were 
I 
suffering from the ef'f'ects of this war. In 1759, thirty-three 
Marblehead men enlisted in the English naval service and took 
part in the siege of Quebec whose capture virtually ended the 
wars and was hailed by both the colonists and England. On the 
way home from Quebec, some of the men became sick and died. 
Eleven men from Marblehead never returned. Although peace 
was declared in 1763, Marblehead had suffered much from the 
effects of the war.7° However, the commerce was soon revived. 
Business kept increasing and by 1765 Marblehead was the sixth 
largest town in the thirteen colonies. 71 By 1768 there were 
about sixty merchants engaged in foreign trade and a large 
number of' ''shoremen" engaged.in fishing.72 
Before the war was formally over, the selectmen were 
given the task of naming all the streets and alleys in the 
town. until 1761, the streets had been known by curious 
names, many of them decidedly impolite. As was typical of' the 
period, the streets had not been well laid out, for people had 
built their homes wherever they owned land. Lanes were made 
later for their convenience. Many of' the lanes were named for 
landmarks such as Wharf Lane, Pond Lane, etc.73 
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until 1763 there had been no town market~ so in that year 
the town voted to open a market in the lower part of the Town 
Hall. A clerk was chosen and strict rules were adopted for 
the government of the market.74 
In February 1764, smallpox again broke out in the town. 
This time at a town meeting it was decided to erect a smallpox 
hospital in a pasture away from the town. All of the smallpox 
patients were treated there after its construction.75 
Fishing and commerce continued to prosper. By 1768~ it 
was felt necessary to improve transportation between Marblehead 
and Boston, so a regular stagecoach line was established.76 
During that year and the following year, over a hundred men 
and boys from the town perished at sea. The fishing industry 
thus brought tragedy as well as wealth to the comm.unity. 77 
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II. Marblehead's Role during the Revolutionary War 
No discussion of the his tory of Marblehead would be 
complete without the inc:tusion of the part that Marblehead 
played during the Revolutionary War. Marblehead was profoundly 
effected by the war, and her people played an active 
When the stamp Act was forced upon the colonie_sJ 
of Marblehead, although they were loyal to the king, 
part in it~ 
the people II 
sympathize~ 
with the demonstrators in Boston. They delio.unced the act and 
wanted its repeal, but they did not believe in taking violent 
measures to that end. When the act was finally repealed, the 
townspeople were delighted.l 
In 1769, a year when many losses were incurred by the 
.fishing vessels off the Banks, the British were attempting to 
impress colonists into the British naval service. One of the 
first acts of forcible resistance to British tyranny by the 
people of Marblehead occurred off Cape Ann, when a par~of 
Britishers boarded a Marblehead brig. The crew resisted and 
fought until they were overcome. During the course of the 
struggle, the British lieutenant in charge was killed by a 
harpoon. After a time, the 1'farblehead men were overpowered 
and had to surrender. 2 colonial resistance to British 
1 All footno-te references are given at the end of this section. 
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authority increased. In Marblehead, an agreement was made to 
discourage the use of foreign teas. The heads of 112 families 
signed the agreement, while seventeen refused to sign it.3 
There was a decided loyalist group in Marblehead. 
In 1771 3 although tbere were over a thousand men engaged 
in the fishing industry, the number of town dependents had 
grown so that the town had to.appeal for financial help from 
the provincial government. 4 Thatsame year:~ the people of 
Marblehead decided to ele.c t a committee or grievances each year 
for as long a period of time as was necessary~ to correspond 
with similar committees in Boston and the other nearby towns. 
They adopted resolutions denouncing acts of the British 
Parliament and the sending of troops and ships to the Province, 
and condemned the dissolution of the Provincial Legislature.5 
some of the more conservative merchants were not prepared to 
indorse the resolutions even though they were in sympathy with 
them for they felt the measures were too rash. These 
conservative merchants wrote a protest to the resolutions and 
after four days they were able to gettmenty-nine signatures.6 
In 1773, smallpox again broke out. At a town meeting held 
to discuss the situation, it was decided to allow a privately 
built hospital for the treatment of smallpox patients by 
innoculation to be constructed on cat Island. soon after the 
building commenced 3 the people became uneasy and afraid that a . 
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pestilence might spread through the town. Because of their 
fears, they attempted to halt the erection of the hospital. 
However, it was completed. Many patients were treated there, 
but when two died, opposition to the hospital grew. When 
twenty-two cases of smallpox broke out in Marblehead, the 
opposition grew even more violent. Threats were made to the 
hospital proprietors. Finally the owners did close the hospital. 
In 1774, a part of men set fire to the hosptial and destroyed 
it and an adjoining barn. The proprietors for a time tried to 
prosecute those who had perpetrated ·the crime, but at length 
abandoned the prosection. 7 
The years 1773 and 1774 were eventful ones in the colonies 
The Boston Tea Party took place and Governor Hutchinson 
resigned. Thomas Gage was appointed governor. Many laws were 
passed to subject the people of Massachusetts to Britain. The 
quartering of troops in Boston was legalized. Town meetings 
were abolished. After the closing of Boston to commerce by 
the Port Bill, the seat of government was moved to Salem.8 The 
people of Marblehead did what they could to alleviate the 
suffering of the poor people of Boston. They contributed 
among otber things eleven cart~loads of fish and a cask of oil. 
The Town powder House was placed at the disposal of the 
9 
merchants for the storage of goods. 
The colonists at that time were planning the continental 
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congress. Elbridge Gerry of Marblehead (later the vice-
president of the United states) was elected to represent the 
town at the congress.10 
The British began to fear that the people were holding 
town meetings in defiance of the act which expressly forbade 
them. Therefore~ a company of British regulars was stationed 
on Marblehead Neck to enforce the act. In spite of the 
soldiers, the people continued to assemble and express their 
sentiments~, for the British soldiers stationed on the Neck were 
a constant source of irritation to the people of Marblehead. 
They almost clashed on several occasions. One man was 
wounded by a British guard. The citizens became so incensed 
over the act that they as sembled, i intending to march to the 
Neck and exterminate the soldiers. They were prevailed upon 
not to do so and were given a British promise that the 
offender would be punished with five hundred lashes. 1 l The 
soldiers were at length withdrawn on February 9, 1775, and a 
British ship was staioned in the harbor to search the vessels 
which entered the harbor. They confiscated all arms, 
ammunition, or military stores which they found on the ships. 
one vessel containing a chest of arms was made to anchor in the 
harbor. That night, the citizens or Marblehead boarded the 
ship and escaped with the arms. The British searched for them~ 
but they were never successful in locating nor recovering them.]2 
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At that time there were several profitable taverns 
operating in the town. Legend says ·that in 1775 the British 
frigate Lively which was anchored in the harbor fired several 
shots ashore. They are supposed to have struck the side of 
the tavern at the corner of Front and Glover streets. The 
imbedded shots are reputed to have.been found a hundred years 
later when the building was being reclapboarded.l3 
The citizens of the town were giving much attention to · 
their militia for they wanted to be properly armed in case any 
violence should occur. The town militia met four times a week 
for two hours at a time. Most of the officers of the regiment 
who had been appointed by the governors resigned their 
commissions. Officers who did not resign were warned not to 
muster their regiments. The regiments chose new and more 
trustworthy officers> and the newly chosen officers were given 
commissions issued by the town.l4 
A few loyalists among the wealthy citizens of the town 
tried to dissuade the others from their actions. To them, the 
policy was suicidal> and the town was guilty of treason. The 
townspeople of Marblehead became especially angry with the 
loyalists when they opposed the measures of the committee of 
Inspection. It was voted then to report their names from time 
to time so that measures could be taken to silence them or 
expel them from the colony.15 
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The Provincial Congress passed a law providing for the 
organization of an army. In 1775~ the people of Marblehead 
held a meeting to make ~rovisions for paying those who enlisted 
as minute men and to take steps to perfect the militia in the 
arts of war. 16 
In 1775, a serious blow to the fishing industry of 
Marblehead occurred. The British Parliament prohibited the 
colonists from fishing on the Banks off Newfoundland. Although 
the fishermen of Marblehead were ready to defy the act~ they 
were deterred from their action by a circular letter which 
requested them, for the sake of their liMes and the safety 
of their families, to stay away until the prohibition had 
expired. 17 This naturally meant a cessation of working and 
earning a livlihood for many ·fishermen. 
After the battles of Lexington and Concord had been fought, 
Colonel Glover had tten1 companies of men ready. Of this 405 
men, three~fourths were effectively armed. They were ordered 
to remain at home and await further commands. some of the 
Marblehead soldiers did, though, fight at the Battle of Bunker 
Hill. 
on June twenty-first, Glover received orders to proceed 
to Cambridge where he was to report to General ward. The 
soldiers were garbed in blue round jackets and trousers 
trimmed with leather buttons. 18 
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During August and September of' 1775, preparations were 
being made f'or the defense of' the town in case of' an attack 
by sea. Fort Sewall was repaired and put in order. No 
arrangements had been made though for fitting out a naval 
armament. 19 
captain Manly of' Marblehead is credited with suggesting 
that armed vessels be used to cruise against the enemy.20 But 
it was Elbridge Gerry who .proposed the law, passed on November 
10, 1775, which authorized the fitting out of' armed vessels 
and the establishment of' a court f'or the trial and cons idera tio 
of' prizes. It has· been said that his was the mind which really 
conceived the birth of' the American navy. 21 Washington 
authorized Colonel Glover to hire vessels to be· fitted out as 
cruisers.22 
The f'~rst naval commander commissioned by the Continental 
congress was Commodore Nicholson Broughton, a native of' 
Marblehead, who set out in the schooner Hannah manned by a 
Marblehead crew. It is because of' this that Marblehead claims 
to be the HBirthplace of' the American Navy." Another nearby 
town, Beverly, makes the same claim, basing the claim on the 
fact that the ship sailed from Beverly.23 
Captain Broughton captured the first prize vessel of' the 
war, the British ship Unity, loaded with provisions and war 
munitions. By october, four other vessels, referred to in 
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Glover1.:s account book as "ye navy, 11 were ready. These ships, 
which did make up the beginnings of the American navy, were, 
with one exception,.officered and manned by Marblehead sailors.~4 
During that year, the first American flag, the Pine Tree 
flag, was flown by a Marblehead schooner, Lee. 25 
On November 15, 1775, the Massachusetts Legislature 
passed an act providing for the fitting out of armed vessels 
to protect the sea~coast and cut off supplies intended for the 
British army. Captain Manly of Marblehead, almost as soon as 
he had a ship ready, captured a British vessel containing 
large amounts of military stores which were of great value to 
washington. A few weeks later he was able to capture two 
other ships. 26 The exploits of the fishermen who went into 
the naval service did much to strengthen the position of the 
colonists~ 
By 1776, the people of Marblehead were really suffering 
from the hardships of war. W~th their means of earning a 
livlihood cut off, they were hard put to feed and clothe 
themselves. To help alleviate the misery, two hundred pounds 
were voted for relief. It was recommended that the poor people 
cut turf and dig up the roots of trees in the swamps to use 
as fuel. 27 
In 1776, James MUgford, who had been impressed into the 
British navy was released. While· in the British service, he 
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had learned of a powder ship coming from England. After 
telling the American authorities about it~ he was put in 
command of an American ship which succeeded in capturing it. 
The capture of that vessel proved to be the most valuable prize 
of the war. The-day after he brought his prize into port, his 
ship was attacked by the British. Although his crew repulsed 
the British and got the ship back to Marblehead, Mugford 
himself was killed.28 It is easily understandable that 
Mugford's name has not been forgotten by his townspeople. 
By this time there was a great deal of agitation for 
complete separation· from England, the mother country. Elbridge 
Gerry, a member of the Continental Congress, was one of those 
who advocated the policy. In 1776~ on the first anniversary 
of the Battle of Bunker Hill~ the people of the tovm~ at a 
town meeting~ agreed to support the idea if the Continental 
congress thought it to be in the best interests of the united 
colonies. 29 
Most of the loyalists who lived in the town were very 
badly treated. As a whole~ they were a courageous group who 
stuck by their principles even when they were estranged from all 
of their former friends. Life became unbearable for them~ 
however, as they were liable to imprisonment or to confiscation 
of their property. They were just about forced to 
In 1778 the Continental congress proposed the 
leave town.
3l 
Articles of 
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of confederation and Perpetual Union which the inhabitants 
of Marblehead unanimously accepted. Later~ though, when the 
legislature framed a state constitution·, the people of 
Marblehead voted unanimously against it. 31 When a new state 
constitution was framed, however, Marblehead did favor it.32 
During the Revolutionary period, the financial picture 
in Marblehead was very gloomy. sometimes the town was unable 
to pay the assessments made for war purposes. Jonathan Glover, 
the town treasurer, is known to have sometimes supplied the 
deficiency from his own ·funds, in order that the town would 
not be delinquent. 33 
In 1780, because of the townts sacrifices, two thirds of 
the tax levied on them for beef, currency, and specie was 
abated_, and the town also received a reduction in the 
proportion of men required for the army. 34 
Island was defeated, Glover 1 s men ferried the continental 
army from· Brooklyn to New York. They took part in the fighting 
at Valley Forge. Probably their single most famous exploit was 
rowing Washington across the Delaware River. 35 
During the Revolution, commodore Tucker of' Marblehead 
took more prizes, fought more se~-fights, and gained more 
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victories, than, with very few exceptions, any naval hero of 
the age. 36 
The surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown in 1781 was 
greeted with great joy in Marblehead. And well it was, for 
at last the people were able to set out td live normal lives 
again. 
But during the course of the Revolution, serious changes 
had taken place in Marblehead. commerce was all but ruined, 
and many citizens who had been wealthy before the war lived 
in poverty. Many men had been killed or injured. Money was 
raised to repay Jonathan Glover the 1,153 pounds he, as 
treasurer, had paid out for the town. 37 Major John Pedrick 
had suffered heavily. Many of his twenty-five ships had been 
destroyed by British cruisers and others had rotted in p~rt. 38 
During the war, houses, stores, and fish fences had been 
used for fuel. Of the 831 men iri town, 477 were unemployed or 
out of business, 166 were captives, and 121 were missing. Out 
of a total of 1,069 women, 378 were widows. Of the town's 
2,242 children, 672 were fatherless. 39 
After the war, the people tried to restore their former 
commercial pursuits. Large ships were fitted out, and fishing 
Qn the Banks was revived at last. The people made every possib e 
attempt to restore prosperity, but their efforts for a time 
seemed almost futile. The days of Marblehead's greatness as a 
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commercial port were gone forever. The only recourse to the 
town was the revival of the fishing industry which soon 
became the sole indus try of the town.40 
The end of 1782 closed the maritime war of the 
Revolution which had so greatly affected Marblehead. 
In 1783, the year after the close of the maritime war, 
another tragedy struck the town when fire broke out and ruined 
sixteen buildings. A major catastrophe to the entire town 
t db th . k k ~ 'h •t• 41 was aver e y e qulc wor o~ ~ e Cl lZens. 
On November 2, 1784, the Marquis de Lafayette visited 
the town to pay tribute to Marblehead's participation in the 
war. His one day visit, which was a matter of great pride to 
the townspeople proved to be a day of_great rejoicing. 4 2 He 
later visited the town in 1824.43 
The people of Marblehead were quite satisfied-with the 
elections of George Washington and John Adams as President 
and Vice-President. They were particularly pleased about 
Adams, for he had helped get ''the extensive advantage of the 
cod ... fishery" in the treaty of peace. 44 
In 1789 the custom House was established and located on 
the waterfront between the Humphrey and TWisden and Quiner's 
~fuarves. Later it was moved to the Bessom Building on Front 
street, and in 1906 to the new Federal Building on Pleasant 
street. Finally, in 1929, after 140 year's service, it was 
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closed when the port of entry was transferred to salem.45 
George Washington's visit to Marblehead in october of 
1789 proved to be another great day for the town. He visited 
the home,of Mrs. Lee, one of the fish yards, and several other 
places of interest in the town.46 
conditions in Marblehead in 1790 were still in a 
pitiful condition. The fishing business had been poor for 
two years. There were 459 widows and 865 orphans most of 
whom were dependent upon the town for their support. During 
the winter of 1790, several persons died of hunger or exposure. 
Property had decayedR-private and public houses as well as 
barns and fences were falling to pieces. As there seemed to be 
no means of repairing them, the owners were powerless to 
prevent it. The Town House and the workhouse were in ruinous 
conditions, and River Head Beach was so :out of repair that it 
was in danger of being washed away by the sea. In order to 
alleviate the suffering, the scholars of the Academy gave an 
exhibition for the benefit of the poor. 47 Finally the citizens 
having obtained legislative consent, held a highly successful 
lottery for the relief of their necessities. By means of this 
~ttery and two subsequent others, the beach at the head of the 
harbor was repaired, much of the distress was alleviated, and 
the general appearance of the town was greatly improved. 48 
In 1793, a war betwe,en France and Eiigland once again 
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threatened the commerce of the colonies as cruisers from both 
nations were troublesome. A treaty was made with England 
whereby trouble with the British was avertedJ but the 
difficulties with France were not so easy to settle. Active 
preparations for a war with France were begun; the fortificatio~s 
on the coast were once again put in order; and,in the summer 
of 1798, a company of volunteers was stationed at the old 
fort in Marblehead. While the veterans of the Revolution 
formed a company and were armed andequipped at their own 
expense, the younger men of the town organized a company of 
light infantry, and still another company of firemen and 
other exempted men was organized. Although these men trained, 
it was never necessary to call them into active service as 
peace was restored two years later.49 
In 1797, Captain John Marchant made the first bequest to 
the town--$937 which was to be donated to the poor. The 
bequest upon being turned over to the town was appropriated 
for the erection of two grammar schoolhouses.50 
In 1800 another smallpox epidemic invaded the town for a 
period of two months. Before it had been wiped out, it had 
claimed sixty-four victims, including twenty adults.51 
In the early 1800s, there was a period of great ~ctivity 
in the fishing industry~ean activity which reached its height 
in lS07 and.thereafter gradually declined once again. 52 
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For a long period p.f years, slavery had been practiced 
by the wealthy people o.f New England. There were some slaves 
in Marblehead, though not large numbers. Usually they served 
as house-servants, though some were ship-wrights and sailors. 
Since the relations between the masters and slaves were 
generally .friendly, the majority o.f the slaves were contented 
and happy. Advertisements in the newspapers, though, bear 
testimony that relations were not always ·cordial, .for many 
runaway slaves were described by their masters in the papers, 
and rewards--two dollars being a common amount--were offered 
.for their return. There were ·also white indentured slaves in 
the co lohy. 53 
During the days o.f slavery, Lection Day, the only holiday 
of the slaves, took place during the last week o.f May, 
' beginning Monday morning and ending Saturday night. The 
colored people celebrated at Black Joers on Gingerbread Hill, 
where Joe and his wife, Aunt Crese, welcomed everyone, and 
entertained with cakes and beer. The celebrators pitched 
coppers, played candlestick, tried their luck at the wheel o.f 
.fortune, and, at night, danced the reel and jig to the 
accompaniment o.f Bla~k Joers .fiddle.54 
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n:n:. Marblehead's Particip-ation in the War of 18.12 
-----
~he British ships began stopping ~rican vessels and 
confiscating their goods~ ~s a result, the Embargo 4.ct, which 
detained all vessels in ~rican ports and requir~d all 
~rican vessels then away to return home was decreed. But 
the depreditions of the British continued, and many vessels, 
including a number of Marblehead ships., were captured or 
c·onfiscated· Although the people were in favor of an embargo 
and realized its necessity, Marblehead, as can be easily 
realized, suffered sever ly .fro:i:n its effects. Most of the 
town's population of six or seven thousand were dependent 
upon fishing for a li vlihood, so the c0ndi tion of the town 
became deplorable. Eighty-seven vessels averaging eighty 
tons were idle and all th~ warehouses w~re filled with fish, 
since there was a law prohibiting their export and there was 
no market for the fish at home •1 In .1809 the Emb?-rgo 1\ct 
was repealed, and three years later, in 1812, war was finally 
declared against Great Britain. 4lthough generally speaking, 
the citizens of Boston and Massachusetts wer~ opposed to the 
declaration of war, thinking it unjust and annecessary, the 
p-:epple of Marblehead felt it was necessary and 11 the last re-
sort of a much injured people.n2 They felt that because of 
1 All footnote references are given at th~ end of this 
section • 
of the impressment of' ~rican seamen, thl". British doctrine 
and system of' blockade, and thB interruption and injury of' 
~rican commerce, it was not only justified but necessary.3 
as the citizens once again sprung· into action to pre-
pare for war, f'our pri va te.ers were fitted out and began a 
series of successful cruises against the British ships. Many 
¥arblehead fishermen became sailors on the United States Navy 
frigates, and others sal,l~d on private armed schooners f'itt~d 
out in $.alem.4 In fact, there was such a large p~oportion 
of Marblehead men in the crew of the Constitution~ that the 
victory of that vessel over the Guerriere was considered to 
be almost a local victory.5 
During the pr~sidential elections of' 1812, Madison 
was reelected, and Elbridge Gerry of Marblehead was &ected 
as the vice-president. Madison 1 s vic~tory was considered an 
indorseroon't of the war policy.6 
In June of.'l813, a naval battie was .fought in the bay 
back of Marblehead Nemk. During this battle, be tween the 
~rican f'riga te Ghesapea!_e and the British f'riga te Shannon, 
the Ghesapeake was defeated and captured.7 
Many British sloops cruised right into the harbor of' 
Marblehead and caused the inhabitants to fear an attack on 
the town, so active preparations .for its defense were made. 
Fbrtifications were erected and batteries were stationed on 
':IWisden's Hill, Goodwin 1 s Head, I:Ievdtt1 s Head, and on thA Neck. 
all the ablebodied men were enlisted into companies and detailed 
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£or ~ard duty. The Marblehead Light Infantry of one hundred 
men acted as a reserve force to be called upon in case of an 
,attack. Soldiers were recruited for du~y at Fbrt s~wall, and 
guards were stationed along the coast, on the Neck, and at 
numerous other parts of the town to alarm th~ inhabitants in 
case of attack.s The bold captures of unarmed 4m~rican Vessels 
by the British within sight of the shore and almost within 
range of ~he guns of the fort strengthened the fear of the 
-
attacks upon the town which never came.9 
In 1814~ a number of British prisoners of war WAre 
brought to Marblehead and confined in Fbrt Sewall. Their 
presence was greatly .resented by,the citizens of MarQlehead 
who had suf'fereg:·sogreatly at the hands of the'Eng;lish~ 
Because the townspeople seemed so bent on vengeance upon the 
prisoners, it was considered dangerous to leave th~m in the 
town, and they were removed to Bos tiOn. 
On April 3, 1814, the citizens of Marblehead watched 
two British ships pursuing the frigate Cons t'i tu tion toward 
Marblehead. The Gonsti tution succeeded in escaping for the 
Marblehead men on board in the crew were able to pilot the 
ship i~to the harbor. Later it was sailed to Salem harbor 
where it was not so exposed and would be less liable to att~ck.] 
The end of the war, which finally came on December 18, 
1814 with the treaty signed on February of the following year, 
was greeted l..n Marblehead with great rejoicing. .ru-1 the homes 
were illuminated, and almost every fio:me ~lew something --
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a flag, sheet, pillow case, or petticoat. The church bells 
were rung for a week. When peace came, though, ov~r seven 
hundred Marblehead citizens WAre in British prisons. Most 
of them had been captured in privateers by the British, but 
many we~e from unarmed merchant ·vessels sailing to various 
ports.ll Once again the town had felt thA bitter sting of 
war and found its coll11Yerce and fishd..ng in pitiful e.ondi tion. 
Pbllowing the cessation of hostilities, the town made a number 
of community i~rovements and once again built up her fishing 
industry. 
During the 1820s, a Massachusetts law required that 
all male inhabitants, with the exceptions of thA constable and 
firemen, be enrolled in the state militia. In MarblehAad 
two artillery companies with two brass cannon each were 
formed. · 'Ib.e soldiers ,had no regulation uniform, and had all 
sorts of weapons -- swords, cutlasses, guns, pistols, etc. 
They tr.ained in sham-battles .12 
In 1825 the manufacture of misses' and childr8n's shoes 
was introduced to Marblehead. Thus began an industry Which 
be fore· long be came of· IIB.j or importance to the -town 1 s economy .13 
.. 
In 18~3, another distinguished visitor made an appear-
ance in town. President andrew Jackson, who was making a tour 
of New England, accepted an invitation to visit Marblehead.l4 
By 1829 there was regular daily stagecoach transporta-
tion between Bos~on and Marblehead, and there were two daily 
trips running between Salem and Marblehead. This continued 
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until 1838 when the Eastern Railroad opened between Salem and 
Boston· Thereafter, Marblehead's stage to Boston was discon-
tinued# but four daily trips were made to Salem by stagP.. 
~11 stages were discontinued in 1839· when a branc~ of tbA 
i.as tern Railroad was opened in Marblehead •15 The opening o:t 
lthe railroad gave irrpetus to manufact~ring, and an era of 
prosperity once again came to Marblehead. The shoe manufactur-
ing industry was f1our1shing16 and in -1839 thP, fishing industry 
treached the peak of its prosperity .1'7 
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:rv. Marblehead ~~Latter ~ of' the Nineteenth Century 
The citizens of' Marblehead WAre not as prominent during 
the Givil War as they had been during the wars with Great 
Brlitain, although the records of' those who did enlist are 
creditable .1 
When the war broke out, Fbrt Sewall was in ruins, Be-
cause .of' the exposed condition of thP. harbor and because c·on-
federate g~boats were cruising along thP. coast, the f'ort 
was quickly repaired and two other fortifications were erected 
by the government. One of' these was located at the head of· 
the harbor toverlo~king Rirrer Head Beach and the Neck), and 
tbe other was on Naugus Head overlooking Salem Harbor. The 
fortifications were kept garrisoned until the end of ~he war. 2 
(:)~ the 1,048 Marblehead men who took part in the Givil 
war, 82? were in the military service and 221 were in the navy. 
Of' these, 110 were killed or died fJ.:f wounds or sickness, and 
eighty-seven were wounded·~ · e>lf' the latt~r group, many eventuallY! 
died af'ter much suf'f'ering.3 
~llowing vhe declaration o:f war, three companies of 
soldiers from Marblehead were tbe first to reach Bostcn after 
being called to duty. During the first four years of war, 
• $107,800.65 was raised by the town and paid to the families 
1 All footnote references are given at the end of this 
section. 
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of the volanteers as State aid. The sum was afterwards r~­
funded by the Commonwealt h.4 
In order to perform work necessary fbr the comf'ort of 
the soldiers C,.fUrnish clothing, medicine, and othAr things 
for use in the hospitals) thA ladles of thA town organized 
the Soldiers' ~id Society Which in the first week of its in-
ception colle~ted $508·.17. The teachp.rs donated six per cent 
of their salaries to the cause.5 
as enlistments did not progress rapidly, a bounty of 
one hundred dollars was voted and offered to men who would 
enlist.6 In the spring of 1863, Congress found it expedient 
to authorize a draft to get reinforcements for the army. Even 
though this was a very unpopular act, the draft took place in 
Lyceum Ball, Salem. The names of 180 Marblehead citizens were 
drawn, though ma.ny of them were subsequently exempted for 
physical disabilities& Many of them were able to procure 
substitutes as was possible in those days. Still other paid 
a commutation .f'ee of three hundred dollars to be exempted. 
Of those chosen in the draft, not ;more than twenty were a: c-.: ... ·~ 
. ~ 
t.u...;a_.lLy. rnus·ter.:$":d: :'fnt'o";·:the- :--eer.v.:.ice. 7 
By the la70s the fishing industry was in a decl!ne~8 
~d the shoe industry, which had been prosperous during the 
Oi vil War, was expandlng.9 Conditions in the t-own, though 
far different from those of today, had improved considerably 
since the town'~ 9arly beginnings. Fire protection was af-
forded by water supplied by sew~ra.l reservoirs equipped with 
town pumps. Although they were never lit when the moon was 
shining, there were gas equipped street 'lamps which a ma~ 
lighted by climbing up a ladder.lO 
The schools were housed in wooden buildings. They in-
cluded the serry, Sewall, Barnard; and Holyoke -- the last two 
being confined to one building. They received small appro-
priation~ and the pupils either swep:t the .floor a.fter school 
or brought sweeping money. ~dunce block stood near the 
teacher's plat.form. Small boys who required disciplining 
were meted out three to six strokes with a ruler, piece of' 
leather, or rat·tan on the hands·. Boys Who were caught fighting 
were required to stand on one leg until they were willing to 
shake hands and .forgive one another.ll 
There was no paid police .force, and the ~hief''s fees 
served as his pay. Street .fights w~re common occurrences, 
especially on Sundays.l2 
'lhe old nLyceum" was opened .for shows and lectures. 
There were .freqaent parades, soldier's reunions,. and .firemen 1's 
musters .13 
~bout that time the citizens o.f Swampscott petitioned 
the county commissioners to lay out an avenue .from Swampscott 
to Marblehead, ending at the Neck line. This was not a popular 
idea in Marblehe~d as its citizens were more interested in 
a r~ilroad .from Marblehead to Bostom. However, as Swampscott's 
vetition was granted, Marblehead was ordered to build its part 
9.1 
of· the road at a cost approximating $12,000, and the road 
was opened in 1871.14 
In l872, Benjamin Abbot, Who had been born in Marble-
head, bequeathed to the town property which was valued at 
$103,000. In accordance with his des1.re ·that a building be 
erected f'or the use of' the citizens, the town, in 1875, voted 
to appropriate $75,000 f'or the construction of' .Abbot Hall 
Which was erected in 1876 on the Common .15 · 
In 1873 the financial panic put many townspeople out 
of' work. ThP. following year was a gloomy one f'or. the shoe 
industry Which Sll.f'f'ered from the e f'f'ects Of' the panic .16 
During the year of' the panic, a new railroad called the 
Swamp~cott Branch was built connecting Lynn with Marblehead. 
~pon its completion, there was a big celebration in thB town, 
rnd f'iYe hundred citizens rode on the f'irst train Which rolled 
over the route .17 
Through·: the ef'f'orts of' the Women's Christian Temperance 
tTnion, a great· temperance .revival took place in Marblehead 
lommencing in 187 5 • A series o :f meetings he ld at Lyce»m He.ll t a ul ted in the or gani za tion o:f a )le :foi'!Il Oi~l'i. wh'fch had o"" r ~o hundred lonown 1ne br ia te s s 1 gn the pledge o :f tota 1 abs tinanee , 
tlrhe meetings continued through 1876 and the club membership~ I 
lncreased to f'our hundred IDAmbers. It exerted a profound in-
11 
rluence on the town, for many persons Who reformed thereafter ~ecame 1nd»strious and law abiding citizens.lB 
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In 18'77 a geat fire began when one of the finest bttildflj1gs 
in town, the Marblehead Hotel on Pleasant Street caught fire. 
The conflagration spread rapidly, and when it was finally 
brought under control with the as sis tanoe of other fire de-
partments, the entire business district of the town had been 
Wiped out. ·seventy-six buildings and most of their contents 
of over a half million dollars value were wiped out. Only 
four large shoe manufacturing building WAre left.. Ninety 
families were heme less and 1500 persons were out of work. 
Only part Of the damaged area was insured. Many of the people 
... 
lost their tools and were thus deprived of an opportunity to 
work. 
The citizen's Relief Gommittee solicited donations of 
The fishing industry, which had been declining for 
some time, reached the stage in 1879 where only one vessel 
remained. Fbr twenty years after that, no vessels sailed 
:from Marblehead to the Grand Banks .20 
In 1883 a great disturbance in the shoe _indus try oc-
cur red a seven-week long; look-out after which a nuniber 
of' the manufacturers moved their business from Marblehead.21 
In 18:80 thP. ~irst steam f'erry carrying passengers to 
and ~rom the Neck was put into operation. Prev-ious to that 
time a line of sailboats and dories had beeR doing the trans-
portation across the harbor.22 
Transportation provided by the Lynn and Boston Street 
Railway Company was in ti~ extended to Marblehe~d, and re-
gJ.:tlar cars began to run to and from Marblehead and Lynn. 
Soon afterwards, the Naumkeag Street Railway Company extended 
its tracks from Salem and established regular horse-car 
connections. Both of these routes were later operated with 
elee:tric trolly cars .23 · 
:tn 1888 dis as tElr again struck the town when the en tire 
business area burned. Over fifty bui]dings were destroyed 
and a loss of some $600,000 occurred. Over two thousand 
townspeople were thrown out of work.24 
After the fire, many of the manufactures who had been 
burned out moved to other places. Lt became necessary ~or 
many Marblehead citizens to seek employment in other localitiAs.25 
By 1890 the shoe business was in a depressed condition, 
and unemployment was widespread.26 1\,lthough some ma.nu~acturers 
did continue, shoe production was lessened and th~ shoe in-
dustry's days o~ prosperity in Marblehead were over.27 
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it• ~ .Fishing Indus tr;y: 
The most important single industry in Marblehead from 
its very beginning was fishing. No other industry exerted 
such an· inf"luence on tht::J town in its early his tory. ..{\s an 
old Marblehead fisherman once retor:tAd to a preacher, 11 0u.r 
ancestors came no·t here for religion. Their main end wast'to 
catch f'ish.n 1 ]n. fact, fishing; was so important to the town, 
that the General Court " ••• ordered· all 1 vessels, stock and 
f'ish 1 to be free of taxation and those employed in the business 
exempt from military duty .n2 
The first record we have of a ship in Marblehead is 
that off' the Desire, a ship of 120 tons burden. ~his ship, 
the third built in the colony3 though exactly where is un-
known4, was used for fishing for the two years beginning 
1636. Later it was sent out on co!II.lmrcial voyages. 
lilinfortunately, there is little documentary evidence 
of the colllm3rce of Marblehead prior to the Revolutionary War9 
Durin g. the Re vo lu tion, the records, stolen from the old 
cus toJn house by loyalist residing in Marblehead, were taken 
to Ha 1i f'ax • 
However, we do have a limited amount' of information on 
this era. The year 1667 was a very disastrous one :lJ'o:r<: the 
1. 411 .footnote references are given at the end of this 
section. 
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:fishermen of the town.6 The weather w·as extrAmely bad, so 
bad that ships were unable to go far out to fish. Many of 
those which did venture out were lost. Conditions in Marble-
head were so poor 1iha t the court a,ba ted their proportion of 
the county tax for the year. 
By 1744, there were ninety-nine; vessels in active 
sArVice ~ 7 'Ihe fishermen were doing an annual business of' 
34,000 pou.nds, and·· 200 acres of land were cow'!red with fish 
flakes. Business kept increasing, so "'Ghat by 1765 thAre 
were 5000 inhabitants in Marblehead, and it had grown to 
become the sixth largest town in thP. thirteen colonies.B 
about 1747, there were six hundred men and boys em-
ployed by the fisheries .9 Boys who WP.re only nine to twel-ve 
years old cooked for the men on the voyagP.s.lO ~fter thP.y 
had proved their sea-worthiness by making a few voyagP.s, the~ 
became apprentices and.learned how to catch fish, how to head, 
split, and salt the fish quickly. During their first four 
years at sea, the boys received pay only for the fish they 
actually caught.ll ~ter four years, the boys might become 
"headers 11 and they 1hen would have the rights and privileges 
of ltsharesmen11.12 Later they might qualify as 11 splitters 11 
or '~alters~ Before being permitted to take command of a 
vessel and become a "shipper", 1 t was necessary to pass 
through all the grades of labor on shipboard. It was not 
uncommon for boys of fifteen or sixteen to be accomplished 
fishermen .13 
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By 1754, Marblehead had become an important port of 
entry. libreign trade was prospering. A bill Which was passed 
imposing excise duties on spirituous liquors, wines, lemons, 
oranges, etc.i4 was naturally oitterly opposed by the wealthy 
merchants of the town. Tb.A townspeople hAld several IDAetings 
to protest the act, and in the following year empilloyed a 
london lawyer to act as. an agent of the town and petition the 
1 ing in its hehal.f .15 
By 1768, there were about sixty merchants engaged in 
oreign trade as well as a large number of 11 shoremen 11 engaged 
n .fishing.l6 Some o.f them had the finest houses in thA 
rov1nces. Colomel~if~remiah Lee, .for example, is reputed to ~ve spent over 10,000 pounds on his home. Many or these 
eal thy merchants and n·shore!lk<'ln 11 0Wned sla vel:) some o:f· whom 
ere employed to load and unload the ships. 'J.h''lY were not 
onsidered an evil; rather~ since the people considered it 
o be the normal status for th~ negro, slavery in Marblehead I. 
ras encourged. Even some of the clergy~n ow~ed slaves. ~ ~umber or the slaves were baptized and received into tho church.] 
II ;\,1 though nshing and COJrunerce !f>'<YS]»t'!ldl. in Marblehead, 
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~hings did not always go well -- many were the tr&gedies which ~efe 11 the people. In 1768 nine vesse ~s wit~ their crews were ~ost, and the following year fourteen others were lost. In ~hose two years alone, 122 men and boys from tbA town perished ~t sea in those disasters. Other fishermen were drowned on ~ther ships by being washed overboard. Th•re was great 
Jurrering and grier in thA town, as many Widows and orpha"s -o~ jl===== 
wer~ le f't .18 
B.tf·' l'7'tll, over a thousand men and boys WArP. Amployed in 
thA fisheries besides those who were employed to curA f'ish.19 
Sirice the number of' widows and orphans ]ef't by thA fishermeni 
had grown so, thp. town could no longAr provide for them all, 
and theY were forced to appeal to thl7 provincial government 
.for help -- help which soon arrived. 
The fishing industry was crippled .in 1775 when the 
Br1 tish parliament prohibited the, colonists .from fishing on 
the Banks o.f Newfoundland. Lho Marblehead fishermAn W8rA 
disuaded .from op·en defiance. of the order only by a desire to· 
protect the lives of their families.2° 
The war almost ruined Marbleheads· comln3rce. J\t the be-
ginning of' the war 12,313 tons of shipping ~as owned, employed, 
or manned by Marblehead oi tizens; but by thA war's end, h~r'!! 
entire amount was 1,509 tons.2l 
A..fter the war, the people tried to r"'ls tore their f'ormer 
commercial pursuits. Large ships WP.re .fitted out and fishing 
an the Banks was revived. Every attempt was made to res tore 
prosperity, but the ef'f'orts proved almost futile. The days of' 
Marhlehead • s being a commercial port WAre gone. It's only 
reoourse was to r8bUild 1 t 1 s fishing indus try Which soon 
ecame its only industry.22 
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In thA early 1800's therA was a period of' g.reat activity 
in thA fishing industry~ By 1807, when thA pAak of' activity 
to that dat~ was reached, 23 nine,ty-eight vassAls of over fifty j __ 
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tons burden and eighteen under th.at tonnage were sailing to 
the Grand Banks. Thereafter there was a gradual decrease in 
activity due to the war of 1812 • 
. ~t the outbreak of th~ war, most of the six to seven 
thousand people in tho town were dependent upon fishing for 
a livlihood. Others were dependent upon commerce. Eighty-
seven vessels were idled by the war, law prohibited the export 
of fish and because there was no market for the fish at home, 
all the warehouses were stored with fish.24 Many of tbA town's 
fishermen, unable to carry on their trade, became the sailors 
who manned the u.s. Navy frigates during the war.25 
after the war was over, the fishing industry was re-
vived, and it reached· the peak of its prosperity in 1839 
when ninety-eight vessels were employed.26 However, the 
increase in business was not sustained, and gradually thA 
number of ships declined again. 
On September 19, 1846, one of the worst gales in his-
tory occurred on the Grand Banks .. 27 Ten Marblehead vessels 
containing sixty-five men and boys were lost. This tragedy 
left forty-three w~dows and 155 fatherless children. It 
can be said that this was the death blow to Marblehead 1 s 
fishing industry. In 1848, the Seamen's Charitable Society 
erected a monument on Old Burying Hill in memory of its 
deeeased members -- fourteen lost in the gale of' 1846.28 
This fifteen foot momument of white_ marble was placed on th~ 
highest point of the hill where it is visible ten to fifteen 
miles at sea. 
j_Oj_ 
The fishing industry kept steadily declining until., 
in 1879., only one vesse 1 remained .29 For twenty years after 
that, no vessels sailed from Marbl~head to the Grand Banks. 
The reasons given for the abandonment of the fisheries in-
elude increased expenses, less profits to the owners, ab-
sorption of business by neighboring, port, and grea tAr safety 
and more money in other less hazardous jobs -- in manufacturing. 
The "shoremen11 -- those owners of the vessels who did 
not go out on their ships -- have already been mentioned 
briefly. Some of them lived on the Neck. ~Yfitted out the 
ships, sent them to the Banks and received a certain share of 
the profits.30 One of the more famous shipowners was Robert 
"King,tt Hooper, a self-made merchant prince. Sailors liked 
working for him because of the excellent treatment which he 
gave them, the fine rations he served, and because of his 
fairness in his dealings with them. It is not known just 
how he received his nick-name, 11King11 possibly because of 
his fairness and integrity in dealing with the sailors or 
possibly because he lived on such a princely scale.31 
The vessels which were sent to the Banks were generally 
clumsy in apperance, high and bluff in the bow, and high in 
the stern. They usually had three sails -- jib, foresail, and 
~ainsail. They were built more for the sake of safety then for 
Lpeed and were usually good sea boats.32 
The vessels w,i th seven or eight man crews, made trips 
to the Banks twice a year --· in thA' spring am autumn, and 
remained out for three t6 four months at a time.33 While oat 
at sea, tbA main food was fish. Every man in the crew except 
the skipper took turn being cook. Th"' qual'i ty of' the cofsikimg 
was not always the best, bt:t it certainly was varied. No 
wages were paid to the fishermen until the latest years of the 
fishing industry when some members of the crew were hired.34 
Each man received a share of' the profits, so they were all 
interested in obtaining a large fare. Although tbA total 
receipts for two trips averaged three hundred dollars a man, 
it often was not more than $250. ThA govArnrnen t paid a bounty 
of' .four dollars a ton of. fish caught to all ·v(!!)ssels that re-
~ined on the fishing grounds four months or more. This 
money was divided according to the number of fish caught 
three-eighths to the owners and five-eights to the crew.35 
This bounty, offereQ between the years 1839 to 1853,_was in-
,sti tuted in order to incrAase the number of seamen so tha:t 
there would be a large number available in case of war.36 
Often vessels returning before the four months were up would ~u t out beyond the harbor and wait out the additional days 
I fn order to be eligible to collect the bounty. 
I When the ships reached port, they were brought as close 
~o shore as possible. ~t Second and Red-stone Coves:. the fish 
\'{ere put in to dories and taken to the beach WhAre men stood 
~n thc1 wa tAr and washed out tbB salt. Near Fort Sewall, whene 
rho. shore was rocky and tbe men could not o.as>ly stand in tho. 
water on the beach to do it, another method of removing the 
II 
\ 
______ / __ .. 
-----jf-
1salt was employed. ThAre, two crew members in leather boots 
and wearing heavy woolen mittens, stood in a pound -- a square 
jbox-like receptacle lashP,d to tbP. side of the boat through 
I 
!which water could flow -- and washed salt from the fish. 
! A.fter the washing, thA f'ish were placed in wagons on 
I 
I the shore and carted to the f'ish f'ences (or fish .flakes) to ! 
!be cured.37 There were many fish flakes on Marblehead Neck, 
and others on Front Street near FOrt Sewall, on Knights' Hill, 
and of'~ Beacon Street near thA old Barry f'arm.3a These :f1sh 
flakes were large wooden f'rames covered with strips of' wood 
resting on posts a, f'ew feet from thA ground. ~f'ter thA fish 
were spread on the f'ish f'lakes, they had to be turned over 
I Jf'rom time to time in order that they would dry to the corre et 
i 
'deg;ree of hardness. WhAn properly cured, they were paciD:ld 
f'or shipment in drums and hogsheads made by the local coopers.39 
Those fish which were not shipped out imrrediately were stored 
in warehouses. Marblehead fish usually readily sold to mer-
!chants from Boston and elsewhere, and sometimes if' sales were 
Is low, they were s~nt to foreign ports .40 
I Fish that were brought to Marblehead in May were not as 
eavily salted as some; they were considered· to be of a better 
uality then the others and consequently brought a better price. 
Fall f'ish brought a better price than did those caught in the 
~ummer.41 
I 
In those early days, tbP. fishing industry brought 
I 
~ch wealth to the town. 
I 
I 
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vr. ~ Manufacturin8 
I 
Until 1825 only heavy leather boots far fishermen and 
custom-made shoes for ladies and gentlem~n w~~ made in Marble-
head. In that year, tbP. manufacturA of misses' and children's 
shoes was introduced to Marblehead. Mr. Ebene;~~r Martin, the 
first manufacturer, had his workshop in Reynolds House on 
Darling Street. after making the shqes in his shop, he loaded 
them into a cart which he drove from town to town until he 
had disposed of thBm• 'l'hree otht=.)r shoe manufacturArs bAgan 
business in the course of the next few years.l Some of the 
early shoe manufacturers had shops in their own homes and 
rented space to workers •. On Saturday mornings, boys went 
from shop to shop selling wax, thread, tacks, bristles, and 
awls to the workers.2 
Working conditions in thA e~rly shops WAre very un-
beal~hy • The scraps of leathAr Which were saved, and latAr, 
when dried, were used as fuel, gave off a heavy pungAnt.smoke. 
The workers, even the youngsters, usually Ai ther chewed or 
smoked tobacco. The smoke and vapor from the kereosene 
burners, leather, and tobacco was ~~ on thA. lungs. In ad-
di tion to the aforesaid, the air was ·also full of chalk 
powder and lea tb.er particles. Conditions such as thAse bred 
consumption from whid:h .tnanW.·'£1-.f .tn·e':~l\to:rkers {([:Jre,!ld.3 
·'-.-" . 
. . . 
The wo_rkers labored :from fourteen to s ixt~en hours a 
day. In some places an apprBn tice sys tern was in opP.ration in. 
which boys were bound oo.-t from reform schoo·ls. 4 
The shoemakers cut the--boy's hair frP.e~ It cost fif-
teen cents at the barber1 s.5 
Generally the shoemakers, though they were men o:f 
limited education, poss0ssed sound judgement. They were well 
~nformed on current issues.as thP.y had newspap~rs read to them 
While they worked .6 
The shops did thP. work in different ways. In some the 
entire shoe was made, whereas in others th9 uppers alone were 
made. They were then shipped to diffArent shops with cut 
soles to be finished. 7 
In 1839: the opening of the railroad to Salem gave impe tu 
to manu.facturing, and an era of prosperity began in Marble-
head. ,At this time, too, tbP. fishing industry was at its 
height.. ."foseph Bassett (a shoe manufacturer) built a fae:~ory 
near the depot. He also built School Street, Sewall Street, 
and. several streets on Reed" s Hill. He then had houses erected 
which he sold reasonably.& 
Joseph Bassett introduced new inventions into his 
plants. In 1844 he introduced th~ first sewing machine ever 
1used in the town.9 ~t first some women refused to buy machine-
lmade shoes; they bought instead the soft hand-rne.de shoAs. 10 
In time this McKay machine spelled thA end of most hand working 
·JJ·--·oa· ·-. . . . 
. ' 
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for handmade shoes became too expensive to buy. Eventually 
many workers were driven to the poorhouse because of the in-
troduction of this invention.ll 
.At first the machine did net- do too good a job of' · 
binding the shoes, so a binding attachment invented by Bassett 
himself carne into use. It proved to be very suceessf'ul.l2 
In 1847 Bassett: er.ected a steam sawmill on the shore 
£br the manufacture of wooden shoe boxes. ~ a result, a 
good road to the mill became necessa~y, so new str~ets were 
laid oat and a new settlem~=m t was founded. 'lhis was the 
Commercial Street Area.l3 
Marblehead is indepted to Joseph Bassett mor~ than to 
any other one man f'or the growth and indus trial developrnen t of 
the town. In the panic of 1857, his was the only factory 
which did not. close· E:e employed many- who had been threwn 
out of' woxk at the time.14 
Other large shoe manuf'actureres included William 
Haskell and Company on Washington Street near tbA Lee Mansion 
and Harris and Sons, whose workshop was in tbe upper chamber 
oft the Harris house on Harris' Gourtel5 In the Harris .f'actory,
1 
the uppers were cut out in tbP. building, and the shoes were 
distributed in sets of' thirty-six and sevl'mt·y-two pairs l!!ach. 
to be stitched and bound by women at home. ~fter the women 
had completed their household tasks, they- worked on the 
shoes -- their job being to prepare the uppers. When their 
work was finished, the fathers and brothers made them into 
=.==_--===--=--=--l.hoe s • i'he shoes were returned to the f'ac tory, and another 
lot was received if' the work was considered satisf'actory.l6 
In some of' the_other factories, the finished uppers 
which the women had made were returned to the f'actory and thl!!n 
were sent out again along with the soles, thread, and lasts, 
to smaller shops in the town where one man finished the job. 
The shoes were then returned to the factory, and pay was re-
ceived if' the work was considered satisf'actory.17 
Marblehead specialized in children's shoes mostly 
f'or girls. 
The uppers of the Marblehead shoe.s were morocco, or 
goat skin, not then given the name of' ~Kid•, and the 
colors were red~ white and black. The soles Wl!!re 
thin. After be~ng weli soaked and sewed to the upper 
by hand, with wax thread to pig's bristles, the .shoe 
was turned, pounded into shape, removed from the last 
and allowed to dry. TbA shoes were· shaped up a dozen 
or so at a time, bef'ore they got 1~oo dry. the bottoms were polished with a long stick. 
:.: ~ : .. :· ·. 0 -~).. :;·r, ...-:- ;.:;. 
In 1860 a great strike caused by a reduction of' the 
price paid by the shoe factories occurred in both Marblehead 
and Lynn. 4fter six weeks it was finally brought to an end 
when the shoelmkers ac·cepted th~ terms of the manufacturers .19
1 During the Civil War and at its close, the shoe j
business was more prosperous than ever. 'l'bP introduction of' 
the sewing machine had revolutionized tbA system, and graduall, 
all the work came to be done in thP. f'actories. Men WArP. 
taught one branch of' thA work which they masterP.d, so that 
during the process, thl"l shoe was passed throughi-the hands 
of about thirty-six different people. This d i vi~H:.on off labor 
~.@~ 
-~ 
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ln9.de it possible to make better shot?.s in less time. Business 
increased, and thA town became richer and richer, as evidenced 
by the large buildings and fine homes which were erecte·d~20 
The year 1873 marked a financial panic which put many 
of the citizens of' Marblehead out of' work. Ti'lA following yP.ar 
Was a g;loomy one for the shoe business Which was SU.f'fP.ring 
the effects 0f the panic. The Citizens' Relief .Association, 
which was .formed toassist tbA people in distress, was a life 
saver to many a citizen. Those who were able, responded to all 
the appeals of the Committee, and thP. distress of thP. town was 
alleviated ,.21 
In 18H7, a great fire wiped out all of-the business 
area except for four large shoe plants. Many people were 
thrown out of work. 
4nother disturbance in the shoe business came about 
in 1883 When sevP.ral of the manufacturers formed together to 
resist a powerful labor organization which had grown up --
the Lasters' Pr~tective Union. 4 general lockout was event~ 
ually ordered in most of the factories -- a. lockout which 
continued for seven weeks. BeforP. it had ended, and before 
amicable settlem-:mts of differences could be effected, sqme 
of the manu.facturers had moved their business from Marble-
head.23 
More trouble for the manufacturers oceured at Christmas 
time in 1888 when tbP. entire business area bur~ed. This 
fire was much larger than the former one in the same arP.a. 
This time fifty buildings were destroyed and loss of some 
··=:--~---------
$600,000 occurred~ Over two thousand Marblehead citizens 
Were thrown out of work. ~othAr relieE' committee was formed 
following this disaster and their collection, amounting to 
ll2 
#25, 166, soon relieved th~ necessities of the persons affected.· 4 
llP. following year tl~ town made a law which establishe 
a fire limit in the burnt area~ and required that therAafter 
all buildings reaching a height of over forty fl"!et should have 
a roof of stone or brick. This law was repealed six years 
lalter .25 
4fter the fire~ many of thP. manufacturers who had been 
burned out moved to other places. Some moved because of the 
cost involved in the type of buildings required by th~ nP.W 
law~26- It therefore became necessary for ~ny of thA Marble-
head workmen to seek employment in other places.27 
By 1890 the shoe business was in a depressed condition, 
and unemployment was widespread. ThP. Marblehead Business 
~sociation was organized and incorporated to try to imp~o~~ 
conditions. Members of the .Association sold stock and were 
thus put in a position where they were able to buy land on 
Green St:r:eet and erect a factory building equipped with steam 
power· 'l'b.A success of this venture led them to erect anothC!r 
I the next year. Some of the room in the buildings was taken 
by tbe shoe manufactur~rs.28 
'llP shoe industry's days of prosper! ty in Marblehead 
were over however, and though some shoe manufacturing did 
Jleontinue ~--~ 
I 
even up to 1938, it was on a minor scale.29 
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w:J:. Marblehead Toda:r: 
Marblehead today is a modern community, ~ar different 
:t:_rom anything its early settlers could possibly have imagined. 
Instead of now being an important fishing port, prosperous 
port o~ entry, or industrial area, as it was at various times 
in its long history, it has become an ever-growing residential 
area. 
although there is industrial activity in the town, it 
is on a minor scale. The largest factory, the Winslow Potato 
Chip Company, in 1951 employed seventy-thr~e people, although 
it has grown somewhat sine~ that time. Shoes and slippers are 
manu~actured by one concern employing approximately thirty 
workl11el'l• Some boats and sa:JJ.ls continue,'to be built in the 
town. In addition, there are several other small companies. 
One specializes in making figurines, and two work on metal 
products. Some fishing is still carried on. 
Potentially the town is an important resort area, and 
each year "Ghousands of visitors from all parts of the country 
are attracted to it. Up to ~ow, the tourist trade has been 
hampered because there are insufflcient hotels, restaurants 
and other ~acilities which a resort area requires. The Chamber 
of Oo~rce is trying to encourage development o~ the town in 
1 
this direction. 
I Many of the old 
I 
homes, shops, and churches which werA 
built in thA early days of the town have been preserved and 
:11_5 
--=== l make excellent places of historic interest for vacationers to 
visit. ~11 through the town there are numerous narrow Winding 
lanes, quaint buildings, and picturesque parks. These New 
England landmarks, in addition to the rugged coastline and 
sheltered harbor, have combined to make Marblehead attractive 
to· artists. 
Marblehead today considers itself' 11 The Yachting Center 
Numerous yacht clubs arA locatAd around the I o.f the World • 11 
harb(!))r::' 13.nd carry on extensive sumrrerGlong programs. 
I 
During 
the peak o.f the season hundreds of small boats may be ob-
served in the harbor . 
The presence o.f protected bathing beaches, tbA develop-
ment o.f a Summer Theatre, the easy accessibility to Boston and 
1 North Shore recreation and sporting centers giVA further 
evidence that the tourist industry may become an important 
aspect of Marblehead's fUture growth. 
The growth of modern transportation has been a vital 
factor in converting Marblehead to a residential community • 
... large per.GentagA of Marblehead residents now work in .othAr 
cities and towns. 
. . 
Marblehead has been an ever-changing community as the 
town has had to adjust itself to thA eeon.omic and indtts trial 
changes Which have characterized the growth and development 
of 4JnArica. 
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.APPENDIX 
The following supplementary material may b~ usP.d to en-
rich the units built to meet the specific needs of thP. class. 
Fbr the convenience of the tp,acher th~y are presented here 
in classified .ft>rm rather than dispersed through<:>·ut the pre-
1 
vions chapters. 
.4\PPENDIX 
I. Education 
Schooling in Marblehead commenced over 275 years ago, 
when Mr • Edward Humphries was engaged as a tea.chPr in 167 5 • 
. . 1 ~s salary he received four pounds yearly. However, like 
most of the early schools, it was not permanent, for until 
1698, no school in the town kept in session for more than 
a few months. In November of 1698, Josiah Cotton, who was 
a Harvard graduate, became the local schoolmaster. Be 
acquired seventy-five scholars in a short time, but few of 
them turned out to be very academically inclined-- in fac·t 
only one student of his went on to college.2 
Until May of 1747 when a school was opened expressly 
for the poor children of the town, the less wealthy children 
were unable to attend school. The town furnished and out-
fitted the school and engaged Mr. Robert Hooper Jr. as 
teacher, paying him bothbis expenses and salary.3 
By 1767 the schools of Marblehead were in a rather 
deplorable state, so a board of trustees was chosen to direct 
and manage the schools. ~t that time there were several 
public schools, but many of the wealthy families hirAd 
1 ~11 footnote references are given at the end of this 
section. 
, private teachers. The board of trustees voted 350 pounds 
.,. 
t 
for school use and also_voted to establish three new schools. 
these schools were to tP.ach rAading, writing, and arithmetic • 
. · 
~proximately 160 children attended each of the schools. 
Before admittance to the schools .in thosA days, though, 
there w~s a curious requirement, the childrAn had to bA 
able to read. Many of the poor childrAn had had no op-
portunity to learn to read so were unable to be admitted 
to the school To remedy this situation, thP. town agreed to 
bear the expense of teaching thA poor children enough 
reading so that they would qualify for entrance to the 
school.4 
About 1778 or 1779 several influential citizens of 
the town contributed funds for the establishment of an 
academy which was erected on Pleasant StreAt• Apparently 
the school was fairly successful, for it is reported that 
at their first public exhibition, everyone was plP.ased with 
the work presented.5 
By 1781, the school curriculum was enlargAd and the 
trustees authorized the employment of a schoolmaster to 
teach English, Latin, Greek, writing, and ar1thmet1c.6 
For a number of years the town had three grammar 
schools-- the North, Centre, and South Schools. In 1873, 
it was voted to establish a High School with separate 
departments for boys and girls. Tho school was housP.d in 
the Masonic Lodge which was rented.7 
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]h March 187 5, the town passed a not"'lworthy law Wh"'ln 
it votAd $1000 to pu~chase textbboks for the public schools. 
This was thA first action of the kind taken by any munici-
pality in the state. Nine years later the General Court 
passed an act which became a law, by which such action on 
the part of the cities and towns was made compulsory.8 
II. The Fire .Departme~i 
In the ·middle of the eighteen century, Marblehead's 
buildin~ were mostly wooden structures. Because a fire 
engine was considered important for their protection, a fire 
department was organized in 1751. Robert Hooper, a wealthy 
merchant, presented the town with ~n engine called the Friend 
which he had ordered at his own expense. Th~ town had voted 
to buy an engine but because of Hooper'~ generosity, it was 
unnecessary.9 The F.r?iend was kept on Front Street near 
Gocdwins Gourt. Another engine called the Endeavor was 
bought in London ~. stati?ned for many years at the corner 
: (J :c· . . q ..... ; ·. ,-;. • .. •• . ··~< .. . .. ·: ··~ .. 
o:f Washington and School Streets .10 By 1835 the town had 
:four hand engines in addition to two privately owned engines. 
In that<. t year the fire department was reorganized, and an 
investigation showed that only one of the engines was worth 
repairing~ That engine was duly repaired and refitted with 
all of the then-modern improvements, and two new suction 
• engines were purchased. Two fire houses were also erected.ll 
In 1845 another fire engine, ·the Gerry was acquired 
and the Gerry Fire association was organized.l2 In 1B50 
a Hook and Ladder Carriage was purchased .13 Nine years later, 
two new enginew were acquired, the Musford and the General 
G.1over.l4 In 1866 the town added another hand-engine.l5 
In 1871 the town voted to purchase a new steam-fire 
engine. .4\ ti·cmtroversey flared up then among the firemen as 
to which company should have it. Finally it was agreed to 
send it to the General Glover Fire Associati~n.l6 
In 188'0 the Volunteer Fire Department had an important 
crisis when the town disbanded two hand engine companies .17 
In 1891 the Gerry and Pickett engine companies were disbanded, 
and hose compan~es were organized instead. The necessity 
of moderni~ation was seen.and thus the volunteer fire 
department was put to an end.l8 
Ill. The F·ost Office 
----~ -------
References to a Post Office in Marblehead are found 
as early as 1715. However the first authentic record yet 
found of' an appointment of deputy postmaster was that of 
Woodward Abraham who, on ~pril 10, 1758, w~s appointed to 
that post for three years.l9 
The establishment of the first United States Pust 
Office in Marblehead was on MaDbh 20, 1793. Before that 
time the mails had been carried from Marblehead to Salem 
twice weekly. Sometimes a messenger on horseback carried 
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~portant news or documents.20 
Marblehead was one of the first places in the country ta 
. . I 
receive free mail delivery. In 1863 letter carriers beg&n the r 
work in the town.2l 
In 1882 a separate post office on the Neck was establis -
ed.22 
IV. Water Supply 
Fbr many years, the fishermen got the fresh water they 
carried to sea from Stratton's spring well on the harbor side 
of' the Neck .23 
From the records available it seems that the first 
town pump was. established a£ter May 1763 when it was voted to 
sink a well at the northeast~rn end of the Town Hous~. That 
town pipe yielded a plentiful supply of pure, cool water.24 
, In 1877, probably as a result of the great fire that 
year, the town voted to make a reservoir of' Red's Pond and to 
lay Water-pipes from it With hydrants in SUitable places in 
case of fires. Fbr this purpose $10,000 was &ppropriated.25 
In 1886, the legls:tature passed an act which provided 
w~~tt.Mar.ibtt~hg:a.fi"l :.eoftid p~,ide itself With W-Ater f'or f'lre, 
domes tic!' 0aiid manufacturing purposes. 1\ committee which was 
selected was unable to find sufficient water in the town. 
Tests which were made near Legg 1 s Hill in Salem were very 
sa. tis factory and permission was given to take thA land for that 
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a complete system o:f water-works.27 In the latter part of 
1889, the water :from the town,. s supply at legg' s Hill was 
let into the new system o:f pipes.28 
v;. Ele c tri:fica tion 
The :first steps toward providing a system o:f electric 
lights :for Marblehead were taken at a town meeting in 1891. 
~ committee was chosen to consider th~ cost and make recom-
mendations. Although t~~ report was :favorable, no mor~ 
action on thP, matter was taken at that time.29 
Three years later, in 1894, the town did vote to 
establish an electric lighting plant :for illuminating the 
streets and public buildings and :for the sale o:f electricity 
to individuals. The plant was put into operation on January 
1895 and ~as generally acknowledged to be superior to any 
other of its kind in th~ state.30 
VI· Churches 
First Congregational Church 
,Although most of the earliest inhabitants o:f Marble-
head were a rough, crude group more interested in fishing 
than church,31 some o:f them did attend services in Salem. 
~s early as 1640, a Mr. Walton preached for the people. 
By ordinance, the inhabitants of the town were rated ac-
cording to their means in order to pay him :forty pounds 
yearly for his services. Tnis arrang~l'l'An t continued until 
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his death about twenty years later. Mr. Cheever took over 
his duties .32 
In May 1684, the yeajr of Mr. Cheever's ordination, 
the church members who had to travel to Salem for the ad-
ministration of the church sacrements, appealed to Mr. 
Qheever to be their pastor and organize the church.33 In 
accordance with their desiies, the church ~as congregated 
on ~ugust thirteenth with fifty-four members.34 This First 
Church· of Christ { C.bngregational) met in a meeting house 
located on Old Burial Hill until 1695. In that year, a 
second meAting house was ma~ on Franklin Street.35 
Reverend Cheever continued to preach all this time, 
but in 1714, because of his advance age, he felt that he 
needed an· assistant. Two candidates, Mr. Barnard and Mr. 
Holyoke, were proposed. At a town meeting held to choose 
between the two candidates, Barnard was selected by a small 
majority. ~controversy which arose as a result of the 
election resulted in a division of th~ church. The town 
voted the necessary permission for the erection of a new 
meeting house. Over the bitter protests of some of the 
members of the First Church, a new meeting-house was erected 
and the Second Congregational Church was organized with 
Mr-. Holyoke as pastor.36 
Mr. Barnard continued preaching at the First Cbn-
grega tional Church for over fifty years. During that time 
he declined the presidency of Harvard and had a profound 
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e.fi'"ect upon his parishoners. Mr,. Barnard is cr~di ted as 
having been instrumental in Marblehead's success as a fishing 
port. He is said to have helped find new and foreign ports 
for his parishoners.37 
Many of the wealthiest citizens of Marblehead were 
members of the First Congregational Church. Often these 
parishoners contributed large amounts to charities such as 
re'lief of' the poor in Boston and relief' !.'or the sufferers 
of a great fire in Boston.38 
In 1817 the church established one of' tbB first 
Sunday Schools in Marblehead~9 In 1818 additional Sunday 
Schools in Marblehead were organized. Divisions were 
established at each of' the church~s in town. The divisions 
were under the direction of a superintendent with teachers 
elected by the society. The sessions which were held on 
Sunday mornings from May to November, continued under the 
direction of the society for eleven years after which time 
each church assumed the control of its own school.40 
In 1817, the church members contributed to buy a new 
be 11 for the meeti:lag h,ous e, and thP. following :vear they 
built a chapel en<Pearl Street. By 1823 thA meeting house, 
because of its dilapidated condition,was torn down and a new 
stone 'building was erected on Washington Street in 1824.41 
In 1868 a meadow l"ot and two cow leases which belongE'ld 
to the church were sold. With the proceeds of that trans-
action, in addition to other donations, the church was able 
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to purchase a lot of land on High Street where a parsonage 
was erected .42 
In making some necessary repairs to the church in 1886, 
the interior was changed. The pulpit platform wa.s lowered~ ·>.;5 
a new pulpit was ·ins ta.lled, modern p~ws and sea. ts for the choi 
were acquired, and the embankment in front of tbB church wa.s 
lowered.43 
~ter the great fire of 1877, the members of the Third 
Congregational Church which had been destroyed by fire joined 
the First Congregational Church. Because of the increased 
congregation, a. larger chapel and building were erected in 
1878 on Washington Street near th~? church.44 
Second Congregational Church 
The Sec.ond Congreg,a tiona.l Church, an offshoot of the 
First Congregational Church, wa.s organized in 1~14 as a re-
sult of a controversy over the election of a minister to 
assist the elderly preacher, Mr. Cheever.45 The 124 persons 
who favored Reverend Edward Holyoke over Reverend Sohn 
Barnard who wa.s selected withdrew from the church and, with 
the town's permission, erected a new meeting house in 1'716. 
Reverend Holyoke became the pastor of this Second Congre-
gational Church.46 In 1737, Reverend Holyoke was chosen 
president of Harvard College.47 
Probably the most eventful pastorate was that of 
Reverend John Bartlett who was ordained in 1811. That wa.s 
during thA period of' the Channing movement in the GongrAga-
tional Churches of' New England. Mr* Bartlett's announcement 
of' his belief' in the doctrines of' Unitarianism, which Channing 
preached, led to a serious controversey in thA church. ~1-
though most of' the communicants did support Bartlett~ many 
of' those who disagreed with him withdrew :from thA church. 
The church at that time became Unitarian.48 
In 1823 a new church was erected on the site of' thA 
old church which was torn down to make way .for its succAssor. 
Ih the great :fire of' 18'77·, thA roof' o.f the church caught .firP., 
but it w~s ext1nguisaed by the quick thinking and daring o.f 
a man who climbed to the ~oo.f on a lightning rod.49 
Th i rQ. Con gre gat iona 1 Church 
In 1858·, some of' the member of' the First Congregational 
Church withdrew and organized a society which f'or years was 
know as the Third Congregational Church. Until 1860 they 
held public services every Sunday in the Lyceum Hall, then 
they erected the South Church at the corner of' Essex and 
School Streets .·50 .after the church was destroyed in the. 
great fire of' 18'7'7 it disbanded and accepted an invt~ation 
.from the Firs't OongrAgational Church to consolidate and 
unite with them.51 
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S t ~ M:tLchae 11' s Ohur ch 
~ few years before 1714 an Episcopal church was 
organized in Marblehead.52 The building, probably the 
olde~t Episcopal church building in New England, was erected 
in 1714 and is said to have been very beautiful for its 
times. It was almost square, made of timbeFs Which had 
been brought from England, and had a ceiling in the form 
of a cross supported by four oak pillars.53 Beqind the 
altar where the crucifix now is located was a coat-of-arms 
of King George .54 
I:n the early days of the church, a group of com-
municants sent a petition to the Bishop of London asking 
that a minister be sent for their church. In 1717 a min-
ister was sent as the rector of the 11 Episcopal Church of 
England in Marblehead·" 
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Before 1ihe arrival of tho. new rector, a controversey 
arose over the right o~ the selectlTIAn· to tax the people of 
the Church of England for the support of the ministers of 
the Congregational Churches. 'l'ho town officials were de-
t~I'mined to collect the money and indeed did so until 1717 
or 1718 in d·efiance of an order from th"" governor. 55 Between 
the years 1747 and 1762 a rectory and an organ were acquired 
for the church. 
The Revolutionary period was a trying 0ne for the chur·h 
as many of its membArs opposAd the governiDAnt, but wqrA 
determined that thA sArvices of their mothAr chunch should 
be maintained. Mr. Weeks, who was th?. rector, announced that 
he was a Loyalist and he advis?.d his church members to havA 
nothing to do with thA rebellion. HowevAr, as sevAral of 
the most trusted patroits WAre communicants of thA church, 
the result:::was a hopelessly divided parish. 
The signing of the Declaration of IndependencA was 
greeted With great joy by the people of Marblehead. A group 
of men broke into the church, which had been closed by the 
rector on the advise of the wardens and vestry, and pulled the 
co a t-ot-arms. of' King George from its place and rang the church 
bell until it f~ally cracked. ~parAntly church SArvicAs 
werze continued at private hoUsAs until thA rActor was f'orcAd 
to leav?. Marblehead and takA refugA in Nova Scotia. ~f'tAr 
Mr. Weeks 1 departure, thA church rAmained closed until 1780. 
The parish by that ti~ had been gr'ea tly reduced in 
size. For several years after l818, because of financial 
problems~ it was necessary to close thA church. In 1821, 
th~ parish rActory had to be sold in ordAr to pay the 
parish debts. One group of men tried to re-charter the 
church as a ttaongregational Meeting House", but their petition 
was denied by the Massachusetts Legislature. This attempt 
to alienate the church did serve to rouse the people so that 
services were once again held in thA cnur.hh. 56 
In 1877, tRo. church ediface, which was in a sadly 
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delapidatAd condition, was rApaired. Everyone in thP. parish 
helped in the resto:,ration. The w,ll and ceilings Wo,re 
Jrescoed, the woodwork was painted, and a numbP.r of new stain 
glass windows were installed. Du4ing ibe groat conrlagration 
which occurred tha~ year, the roo of the strttota~~ caught 
fire. ~ young man clirribed to the roof' f'rom an adjoining 
building and was able to reach the belf'ry .from which he 
extinguisb3_a the .flames .57 
Baptist OJ: urch 
The First Baptist Church wis organized in 1810 by 
twAnty-one persons who Mad been ajtP.nding the Baptist Church 
in salem.58 They .first met in ajousA on Watson StrAAt 
calleQ. the Rock Meeting-House. , 18~1 a new church edi.face 
was constructed on Pleas~nt StrAe • That church was re-
I . 
placed in 1867 on tho, saiDA site after it had bo,en destroyed 
by .fire .59 
Universalist Church 
In 1836 several men who believed in thA doctrines o.f 
Universalism procured a Universalist preacho,r to lead thei:r 
services. The membArs o.f this so~iety held meetings rE"~gularl3 
at Franklin Hall on thA corner o.f Washington and Darling 
StrAAts until 1837 when their own church was erected at thA 
corner of Pleasant and Watson Stro,ets. 4.fter 1839, tho. 
year in which tho, church was form~lly organized, a so.riAS 
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of struggles ensued. The pastorates were short, and it was 
hard to raise the money necessary to pay expenses. The 
Church had to be closed in 1862 and was not opened again 
for ove!i! a year. 
In 1870 alterations were made on the buildings, but 
it was destroyed by fire ten years later. ~new and more 
handsome church was erected to take its place in 1882.60 
Methodist Episcopal Church 
The first Methodist sermon was preached in Marble-
head in July, 1790 by the pioneer of Methodism in New England 
Jesse Lee. He was a circuit preacher. Until 1791, a number 
of the services were held in the Second Congregational 
Church building.. In that year or the next, the church was 
organized in the home of Joshua Prentiss on Mugford Street, 
and services were held in a number of private homes. In 
1801 a chapel was erected at the head of Rock~way Street and 
was used a? ffihe place of worship until a church was erected 
in 1833 • In 1894 the church building was enlarged and the 
interior thorou~hly remodeled.61 
M.vent Church 
The doctr·ine of the second coming of Christ as taught 
by the advent Church was first introduced into Marblehead in 
1840. Thereafter church believers held se~ices at a private 
house on Darling Street. The believers held regular meetings 
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1n Lyceam Hall which resulted in the conversion o~ eight 
persons. The First 4dvent Church o~ Ma.rblehea.dvas organized 
in 1B72 with eight members. Fbr two years they used Rechabite 
Hall. Weekly social prayer Meetings were held from house 
to house. In 1874 a hall was procured near the center of 
Pleasant Street where services were thAn regularly held.62 
Roman Catholic 
~lthough there had been Roman Catholics in Marblehead 
f'or many years, mass was not celebrated there un·til 1851 when 
a pastor from Salem celebrated mass in a private home. There-
a~ter he eame to Marblehead twice yearly to hear confessions 
and administer Holy Communion in two homes altennately. 
Excep1t for these visits, no services were held un ti 1 1854 
when .Anderson 1's Hal~ on P'leasan t Street was hired and mass 
was celebrated there on th~ second and third Sundays of every 
month· In 1857 services were held at the Town Hall. 1\~ter 
a thousand dollars had been raised and more money had been 
borrowed from the Grloncester parish, a lot of land on Prospect 
Street was purchased and a small church was built in 1859. 
Regular services were then held. By 1865 the church debt had 
been paid off. In 1868·- the church a.cquirl'ld land on the road 
to Salem which was consecrated to use as a cemetery. 
a new church which was erected on Gregory Street in 
1872 burned to the ground that same year, so the parishon!'lrs 
~rent back to their old Church for services· The church 
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edttace was completely remodeled shortly therea.fter.63 
First Church of Christ 
The First Church of Christ was foUnded in 1925~ The 
church at 134 Elm Street was begun in 1933.64 
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